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OF LEGISLATURE

ACTS

AWAltSJTHER'S

AGREEMENT BETWEEN ATTORNEYS FOR RIVAL
BROKEN OFF BY
CLAIMANTS

THE PROPOSED

LIEUTENANT
Albany,

GOVERNOR

N. Y., Aug.

16.

All nego-

tiations toward having the courts
who is governor of New Yor
weie declared off today. For the third
consecutive day William Sulzer, the
impeached governor, and' Martin II.
G'.ynn, who was elected lieutenant
gpvernor, occupied offices in the capexital, each claiming to be the chief
ecutive.
Indications were tnat me deadlock
would last until the meeting of the
legislature next Tuesday, if not
longer,
Neither claimant endeavored to interfere in any way with' the other.
Each seemed to be marking time,
ofwaiting for the other to take the
fensive.
New York's two governors, after
the epistolary clash of yesterday, continued today with increased bitterness
their conflict for sole possesion of
the chief executive's chair and1 functions. The proposal of William Sulzer, the impeached governor, that he
.and his rival lay their respective
claims before the courts for speedy
settlement, came to grief last night.
Governor Glynn, who
Lieutenant
claims that he is acting governor by
virtue "of Sulzer's impeachment," "notified Mr. Sulzer that he had no intention of asking any court save the
court for the trial of impeachment to
decide the question.
Mr. Glynn's refusal places the entire situation at sea again.
Indications late yesterday were
that there would be an amicable
Mr. Sulzer's lawyers con
ferred with Mr. Glynn's regarding pos
sible methods of taking ffle issue into
nma trenerallv exnected
,.t
de- a,
of
that way
doing this could be
arbito
Mr mvnn's refusal
Mr.
to
trate was a distinct surprise
Sufzer's friends.
e

DEAR MRS. PANKHURST
LEAVES MERRY ENGLAND WITH
UNITED STATES AS POSSIBLE KANSAS, MISSOURI
TERMINUS OF REST CURE TRIP.

London, Aug. 16. Mrs. Emmelyn
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
leader, left England for France last
night traveling across the channel by
way of Southampton and Havre. She
had been out on "license" under the
"cat and mouse act'' for some time
and it was reported that the police at
channel ports received orders not to
arrest her if the left England. Mrs.
Pankhurst has gone away for what
her friends call a "rest cure" which
they say will probably be extended to
the United States.
Miss Annie Kenney, another mili
tant, preceded Mrs. Pankhurst to the
continent and it is expected recovered
from her latest "hunger and thirst
strike."
tibo nniino authorities will not at-- '
tempt to par tne egreos ui mo mu
tant leaders and will, in fact, be only
too delighted to assist them to' emi- erate.
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PERSIDENT'S

AND OKLAHO-

SWELTER DESPITE SCATTERING SHOWERS WHICH FALL
IN BRIGHT SUNSHINE.

LEAVE

Kansas
showers
relieved
heat and

:

Heavy
last night and early today
conditions In parts of the
drought stricken regions of
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma, but
the rains were far from general and
in most instances inadequate. In one
soak
section it is said only a
hardalleviate
can
rain
entirely
ing
ships incident to drought. Where
wells and streams are dry,, a heavy
precipitation is "regarded as necessary
to replace the exhausted water sup-
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT PROHIB- ITING IMPORTATION OF HERON
AIGRETTES MADE BASIS OF A
HOT DEBATE
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Mexico City, Aug. 1C Vicious attacks on Dr. William Bayard Hale,
who is here for the purpose of advising President Wilson on affairs in
Mexico, are contained in nearly all
the Mexican newspapers. The Intre-siganaccuses him of being "an interventionist whose greatest desire Is
to see the stars and stripes waving
over Mexico."
Other comments are of a similar
tone Dr. Hale has received a dozen
anonymous
warnings, either telephoned or written, that he is In dan

City, Mo., Aug. 16.

16.-E- dwin
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COMMITTEE
FOUR RAILROAD
ORDERS PRESENT SOLID FRONT IN TREATING WITH SOUTHERN
PACIFIC
ABOUT ELECTRIC LINES.

FORMER CHIEF PAGE OF HOUSE,
CALLED BY MULHALL "CHIEF
SALARY
SPY," NOW GETTING
San Francisco, Aug. 16. For the
OF $75 FEEK FROM NEWSPAPER
first time in 40 years, the Order of

Railway Conductors, the Brotherhood

.
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SUBJECTED
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ANONYMOUSLY

WARNED
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REPRESENTATIVE

believes
days have ger of arrest or expulsion, lie
Temperatures that
him is dihovered above the hundred mark fell that the campaign against
rected from the United States.
today in southern Kansas and northpiTTSMiBfl
and
ern Oklahoma because of showers
Carranza Invests Durango
clouds tout, according to the United
Aug. 16. General
Washington,
States weather bureau here, there
AND VICINITY
constitutionalist
Carranza,
of
were evidences of a thirteenth day
in
northern
leader
Mexico, with a
extreme heat generally over the thrae
now is in Dunumber
of
troops,
large
ASSAULTED states.
TEACHER
SCHOOL
destatements
to
MAN
BUSINESS
Arkansas City, Kan., reported heavy rango, according
AND KILLED,
retoday,
having
dispatched
partment
SHOT TO DEATH ON CROWDED rain falling this morning over a wide
his reported
after
westward
treated
STREET DURING CONVERSATION section of southern Kansas. Northern
defeat near Torreon. Carranza had
Oklahoma has attained great relief
not been heard from since July 25.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 16. County de- through showers that began yesterday
Gilbert Duthie ofEl Paso, reported
tectives and the police of Pittsburgh afternoon and continued today. Light
and hel J, for ransom by
kidnaped
fnr- twn murderers whose" showers fell in this city yesterday in
ara
. w oaaroliint, a"
of -- ta
.followers,;;
hva4ha-HYidafrobright sunshine: The been liberated. '
nrlnrtnal henefit furnished was the
urniiKprl thn community.
when
the
to
came
cooling of the atmosphere and burnThe first
light
Tupper Has a Peace Plan
children
of
Hundreds
a
Pauline
young
Loos,
pavements.
Miss
of
ing
body
Pass, Tex.. Aug. 16. Henry
Eagle
school teacher of Crafton, Pa., was and in many instances their parents Allen Tupper, president of the Amerifound floating in the Allegheny river rushed into the street and stood in can peace forum, who bears a prothe rain.
Verona.
posal for peace, the nature of which
An aiitoimv revealed that she had
Drought in northern and eastern he has not disclosed, will seek perbeen assaulted and thrown into the Kansas and most of Missouri con- mission from constitutionalists to
catfish
tinued unabated. Hand picked
river while unconscious.
make a, trip to the Interior of Mexico
The other crime was the shooting are being enjoyed by persons in east- and submit his proposal to Governor
to death of Nicholas Riterti who was ern Jackson county. Most of the Venustiano Carranza, he announced
talKjng Wltn a party 0T,menas m vv asu- sueauis nava nuium j tn.a,"u'"6
today.
a
Experienced risnermen ao not nesiuue
Battle On at Rodriguez
Ington street not far from busy
ness district. Persons in the party to wade into these pools, feel under
Desperate fighting is in progress towho were taken to police headquarters the edges of the rocks and capture day between constitutionalists and
declared a man ran into the crowd, the fish in their hands.
federals at Rodriguez, according to
This afternoon a refreshing rain reports brought here which stated
fired four shots into Ritertl's hody and
fell at St. Joseph, Mo., and there was neither side had gained an apparent
escaped.
Ohio to Recognize Glynn
a
drop In temperature.
advantage. The fighting began late
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 16. Attorney
adwould
he
said
yesterday with skirmishing.
General Hogan today
PALACE
NEW PORTAL FOR
CARDINAL RAMPOLLA'S BIRTHDAY
"
Ohio
other
Cox
and
Governor
vise
Santa Fe, Aug. 1 Following a Rome, Aug. 16. Cardinal Rampol- Llnd's Message in GamDoa's Hands
state officials to recognize Lieutenant meeting of the regents of the New
of all the members of tne
who.
16. President
la,
Mexico City, Aug.
as
H.
acting
Martin
Glynn
Governor
Mexico museum it was tracided to reSacred College, is probably the clos- Wilson's message to President Huerta
York.
New
of
the
governor
model a portal of the Old Palace;
warmest supporter of now is in the possession of the MexiIn view of the opinion, if a requis- board itself was reorganized and va est friend and
Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop Ireland can government, which may be ex- ition Is made on the governor of New rious other matters transacted.
find other leaders of the liberal ele- pected to reject it or return some
a
person
York state for extradition of
Judge John R. McFie was
ment
be
of the Roman Catholic church in answer shortly. Foreign
will
Minister
it
in
Ohio,
charged with crime
president of the board and N. B.
is receiving congratulations Gamboa In the two conferences he
vice
America,
governor,
as
actng
to
made Glynn
chosen secretary and treas
in anticipation of his seventieth birth- has had with John Lind, President
will Laughlln
versa, requisitions from New York
urer.
Wilson's special representative in
which comes tomorrow.
the
acting
made
by
if
The regents who met are Governor day,
only be honored
Cardinal Rampolla Mexico, came to the conclusion, with
For
years
many
McFie,
R.
John
governor.
McDonald, Judge
has wielded influence in Vatican cir- the consent of President Huerta, that
Judge N. B. Laughlin, James Selig-mathis influence is not now the simplest way to an end was to
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell and cles, though
RECEIVERS SUED FOR MILLION
so great as formerly, owing to the as accept the document, for President
Gould Frank Springer.
New York, Aug.
of the reactionaries. He was Huerta and his cabinet, and study it.
After the organization of the board cendancy
started
Cromwell
Nelson
William
and
the papal secretary of state under Leo
court for the ensuing year, the matter of rehe
separate suits in the supreme
Washington, Aug. 16 Administrato XIII, and under that pontificate
Heinze, storing the Old Palace to conform
most influential and tion officials here expect the new
the
was
today against F. Augustus
perhaps
the model now seen in the assembly
the copper magnate, for sums aggrepowerful force in the Catholic hier next move in the Mexican situation to
room, was brought up.
f.Each
$1,000,000.
his extreme liberality, come from the Huerta government.
gating more than
Plans were ordered made for this archy. But for
alto the conserva Official advices that the views of the
suit is based on pimissory notes
was
offensive
which
as
submitted
be
been portale and bids will
of
the
members
tive
leged by the plaintiffs tojhave
College of Car United States as set forth in a formal
com- soon as the plans are accepted. It Is
i
that he would
believed
is
given, by Heinze. Edwin Gould's
it
dinals,
the announced intention of the board
plaint .states that in 1907 Heinze gave of regents to have a cement floor re have been selected to succeed Leo
(Continued on Page Five)
him a promissory noe for $r,S91,975
the brick pavement In front of XHI in the potificate.
on which $900,284 pms interest, is place
Cardinal Rampolla is quite as faOld
Palace.
the
still due. Mr. Cromwell says that Iv
mous
for his learning1 as for his abilThe improvement will cost $3,000
the same year Heinze made out a
TODAY IN CONGRESS
as
a diplomat and statesman. He
sum
ity
to $3,500 and every dollar of this
expromissory note due him for $275,000, la to be
is the author of the best works
spent right here, It is said.
; on
which $154,400, plus interest, is
The regents decided to select Paul tant upon the traditions of the Greek
due.
of
Washington. Aug. 16 Senate: Re
A. F. Walter to take care of the pub- church, and upon the infallibility
consideration of tariff bill.
some
sumed
he
pubyears ago
licity work of the museum and school the pope, and
relations committee discuss
on
volume
his
the
a
notable
lished
Foreign
Walter
Mr.
of American archaelogy.
WILSON TO FIRE CANNON
of Mexican situation.
minor
the
ed
the
of
of
and
torical
phases
stiry
for
accuracy
Santa
Fe
in
years
resided
Chicago, Aug. 16. President Wilson
to appoint
Authorized
president
Maccabees.
will fire a cannon here today by now is in Los Angeles. If he accepts
international
statistical
to
is
that
delegates
and
it
thought
touching, an electric button in the the position
'
1.
IN AERO RACE
institute.
ENTRY
October
ONE
work
will
will
he
begin
he
the
announce
will
House
White
which
Finance committee heard protests
Southampton, Eng., Aug. 16. A
beginning of the centennial celebra
e
California wine producers against
coasts
of
race
the
round
STRIKE
MINERS
5,000
tion of Perry'g victory on. Lake EHe
16.
All the of England and Scotland for a prize tariff bill provisions.
Fall River, Mo., Aug.
and of Chicago's second annual water
House: Not In session. Meets
carnival. A little later the Niagara, mines in the St. Francois county lead of $25,000 was started this afternoon
;
Commodore Perry's restored flagship, belt were closed today on account of from Southampton with only one parti- Tuesday.
Lobby Investigating committee conwill 'sail into the harbor off Grant the strike of 5,000 members of the cipant, Harry G. Hawser, the winner
examination of I. H. Mi- park with a consort of the eight ves- Western Federation of Miners. The of the Mlchelin prize lh 1912. He was tinued the
icliael, dismissed housq employe,
accompanied by a passenger.
sels which compose the government's pumps, however, were running.
dreat Lakes, fleet.
eV
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of Locomotive Engineers, the Brother
RAIN IS NEEDED 11ND
SOAKING
MESSAGE 'MORE SYMPATHY FCR CALVES hood of Railway Trainmen and the TO PUBLISH REMINISCENCES
DELIVERS
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engine- HE men and Firemen are presenting
REED DECLARES
'TWENTY YEARS A HOUSE EMHOUR SILENCE FOLLOWS HANDING OF SENATOR
ONLY A TWENTY-FOUunited front In their negotiations with
MORE
TEARS
WRING
PLOYE" TO BE TITLE OF ARTICOULD
MEXICAN
NOTE
TO
OF
ALLEVIATE
WILSON
CAN
DOWNPOUR
Southern Pacific company.
BY
AUDITORS
CLE
HE WILL WRITE FOR THE
OF
EYES
FROM
DRIED
FOREIGN
BY
AFFAIRS
MINISTER
OF
SUFFERING CAUSED
Negotiations between the men and
VEAL
PROTECT
YORK WORLD
NEW
TO
CONSIDERATION
PLEA
INFORMAL
FOR
UP WELLS AND STREAMS.
the company over the operation of its

'

'
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MICHAEL SCORED

IS SCORED

IN MEXICO

MA

mnmi

TIME

TOR
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IIANHEARS

THAT
BOTH MEN CONTINUE TO CLHM
OFFICE AND THERE 13 NO PROSPECT OF SETTLEMENT UNTIL

'

CITY

BIMELYN

GL

j

16, 1913.

HALE AUDUBON

TEBRIFFIG HEAT IN

hULZER

MEETING

forget in get

DON'T! tingontoGood

Washington, Aug. 16. Tariff debate
in the senate today raged about Senator McLean's amendment offered at
the request of the Audubon society to
prohibit importations of aigrettes of
the heron and developed divergency
of views on protection of that bird.
"It seems to me unwise,' declared
Senator Reed, "that with business
tied up because of the fact that it
is waiting for this bill to pass, we
should stop to discuss humming birds.
I wonder why we don't stop some
times to talk about the tens of thou
sands of persons who live along the
edge of want. I wonder why we don't
stop to protect the pauper child. I
wonder why we cannot take a little
time to from the songsters of the
field for the songsters of the cradle
and give some thought to the babe
reared in poverty and crime. We
would be performing a, better task for
humanity.
"I have more sympathy for the people who have to pay millions foi
taxes on their necessities than for
the
ungainly, altogether
useless and ugly bird front which we
get aigrettes."
. Senator Reed said he etJd mr.ke- - a
sympathetic appeal for the calf that
would sound like a classic beside the
appeal for the birds, "but we still slay
the calf and put him Into our stomachs."
California wine producers, backed
by the congressional delegation from
that state, protested today to the senate finance committee against the
proposed tax on brandy used in fortifying sweet wines, and the methods
by which Ohio wine producers are
permitted to manufacture their product.
Theodore A. Bell and M. A. Turpey,
representing the California producers,
declared that to levy an International
revenue tax on brandy used In fortifying sweet wines would ruin the
California wine Industry. The hearing was continued until Monday.
A change was made in the provisions as to citrus fruits, at the request
of the finance committee, so that tne
bill now provides a straight duty of
half of one cent per pound on lemons,
limes, oranges, grape fruit and the
like.
All reference to the size of
fruit boxes was struck out of the bill.
Senator Williams said the finance
committee had found that the only
fair basis for a tas was that of the
actual weight of the fruit.
Senator Jones failed to Increase the
duty on apples, peaches, quinces, cherries, plums and pears to equal the
Canadian rate. The proposed duty of
of a cent per pound on bananas
was adopted. An amendment by Senator Works to increase the duty on
cranberries was defeated.

electrified systems in California and
are moving slowly. Each
Oregon
Is a conference between
there
day
representatives of the company and of
the men, and W. W. Hanger, the mediator representing the government,
whose services were invoked under
the Newlands act.
Thus far, it was said today, the most
important result arrived at has been
the solidification of the four great
unions, and the willingness of the company to agree that their contentions
shall be received equally and alike.
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WESTERN CHESS TOURNEY
Chcago, Aug. 16. Many ot the fore-

most chess experts of the central
states are taking part in the annual
Chess
tournament of the Western
had
which
its
opening
association,
day at the Kenwood Chess club In
this city. The tournament will last
a week or ten days.

CHARGE

THIS MORNING
SLAVE
IN WHITE
DEFENDANT
CASE CHARGED WITH ASSAULT,
GENERAL
FIGHT
FOLLOWING
WITH PHOTOGRAPHERS.

long-legge-

TENNIS RESULTS
Southampton, N. Y., Aug. 16. The
Pacific coast doubles champions, John
3 Strachan and Clarence J. Grffln,
won their places In the final round of
the doubles by defeating Thomas C.
Bunday, the partner of McLoughlin in
the doubles, and William. M. Johnston,
William J.
also of California,
Clothier, former national tennis champion, defeated Gustav F. Touchard,
middle states champion, in the cup
final of the sing'ss on the courts of
the Meadow club here today. The
score was

ON

y

'
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As a re
fight yesterday
between newspapeFprfd'togTaphera and
'
the
party, Maury I.
today, charged
Diggs was
with assault by A. Devinne. Frank
Ramsay, a friend of Diggs, also ar
rested yesterday in the same melee.
was found guilty today of assault on
W. Mathews, and will be sentenced
San Francisco.
sult of the

Aug. 16.

free-for-a- ll

Diggs-Caminet- ti

''
Monday.
Incensed
became
Diggs

yesterday
because photographers attempted to
snap his wife and mother, his father
and aunts as they were leaving the
federal building where Diggs is on
trial under the Mann white slave traffic

act

After the fight that followed the
whole party of men were bundled Into
a patrol wagon and taken to the nearest station house.
WARRANTS OUT FOR 100
Nanaimo, B. C, Aug. 16. Warrants
for the arrest of more than 100 miners
implicated in the disturbances here
and at Extension were issued today.
The men will be gathered in by the
Burning and .lootprovincial police.
ing occurred last night in Chinatown
at Southwellington. No one was In

Washington, Aug. 16. I. H. Mc-former chief page of the
house, described hy Martin M. Mul- hall in his lobby exposure as chief
spy on congressmen for the National
Association of Manufacturers, testi
fied before the house lobby committee
that he was now being raid! a weekly,
salary of $75 by the New York World,
which printed the original Mulhall
explained he
charges. McMichaels
was being paid under an agreement
to write a story about "Twenty Years
a House Employe," after the lobby investigation was over. Attorney J.
Smith, representing Representative J- T. McDermott, told the committee
he would bring Allan A. Irvine, a
government supply contractor of thia
city, to testify that McMichaels has
informed Irvine he 'would receive a
weekly salary until he had corrobor
ated Mulhall'8 testimony.
"I have a contract to begin after
this hearing, but I don't think you
have any right to Inquire into my private huslness," retorted McMichael
when pressed for details.
The committee finally required a
fuller answer.
..."I. am , under a verbal agreemtmi,
not one in writing," began McMichael.
"I am out of a job and must make a
living. So I agreed to write a story
of 20 years a house employe, but it
was expressly understood I was not
to write it until after this investigaI
tion."
'And you receive 575 a week?"
"Yes, sir."
"Didn't you tell Irvine you were to
receive the salary for corroborating
Mulhall?"
"No, sir; I did not"
if Rep"Didn't you tell Irvine
resentative McDermott would pay you
$325 he owed you, that you would not
say a word to hurt him " demanded!
Smith. "Did you intend to suppress
all you have told if McDermott paid
you the $325?"
"Absolutely not," said McMichael.
"I intended to do just what I am doing, tell the unvarnished truth."
McMichael was excused until Mon
r
grilling and, Senday after a
ator. Hughes took the stand to tell
about his effort3 to push eijrht hour
legislation through the house when
'
he was in that body.
Michael,

t!t

two-hou-

jured and the property damage vas
TWO MURDERERS WAiNTED
small.
One hundred and fifty men
New York, Aug. 18. TUft police of
with a Maxim gun left here today for Canada and the United States, particSouthwellington under the command ularly in San Francisco, were requestof Colonel Hulme.
ed today to search for two men sought
At Extension another attempt was
the murderers ot William G, Mar- made last night to fire a mine. Man i tln,,a Toronto dealer in millinery, who
ager Cunningham's residence was was found dead early tbi3 week. In a
wrecked in the recent rioting there. furnished rooming house here.
Cunningham, it is reported, escaped
Circulars sent out broadcast this
'
on a locomotive. .
afternoon described the alleged mur
Lady-smitthe1
at
Pat Fagan,
whartfinger
derers as' Harry Schaefer, alias Scaf-e- r,
whom the mob attempted to
alias Murray, and Mike Sirrococo,
He alias
lynch, has arrived at Victoria,
Sage, alias Santo. Schaefer, acescaped In an automobile.
cording to the circulars, is a good
looking, clean cut, well dressed young
PACING RECORD BROKEN
man of 20 years.
Sirrococo is described as stockily
Peoria, 111., Aug. 16. Pacing a mile
in 2:054 at the Great Western circuit built, nattily dressed1 and not much,
meet here this afternoon William, a older than his companion. Accordbay colt, owned hy W. ing to the circular whoever murdered"
W. Marvin of Lafayette, Ind., hroke Martin took a valuable gold watch
two diamond rings and other jewelry..
the world's record for
and under. He won from Little Ber- - The circular concludes that the al- nice in a driving finish. The Diroct leged fugitives "spoke of going
'
third. Marvin drove the colt. San Francisco, to which city they
may now be en route, stopping off on,
the way.'
ILLINOIS SWIMMERS WIN
Chicago, Aug. 16. Illinois athletic
club
swimmers finished one, two
96 MILES IN 89 MINUTES
three in the club's annual lake and
race
river
Yarmouth, England, Aug. 10. Hawtoday. Perry McGillivray
was first; M. McDermott was se ond ker completed the second stage cf hiT
and A. C. Raithel third. McGilli-vray'flight from Ramsgate to Yarmouth si:
half past four this afternoon. He flevr
time was 47 minutes, 49
the 96 miles in S3 minutes.
three-year-ol-

d

three-year-ol-
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The "society lead" which is the
bane of the entire office force and
usually causes more bother on Saturday morning than the entire telegraph
report and local news put together,
will be very brief this week. Its chief
purpose is to state that there were
a lot of bully affairs last week, that
is, the week, which is ending today,
and that the society editor, in response to demands from the proofreader, who grew wearied of It, has
permanently designated the phrase
"delicious refreshments" as fit for the
editorial waste-baske- t,
Mark ye henceforth, delicidus refreshments is taboo. It is banned.
Social shibboleth it is, and none who
use it longer will be tolerated in the
first column of the Optic's society
news.

Hence, gentle ladies of the Bington
Sewing Circle and worthy members
of the Climbers' League, get hep. Put
the Kibosh to all slang and send "delicious refreshments" to the cleaners.
Selah.

Having done our worst, bring on the
real dope:

4 4
Miss Raynolds
Hostess at Muslcale.

This afternoon at her home Miss
May Raynolds, a talented grand opera
singer, entertained a number of her
numerous friends at an informal muslcale. Miss Raynolds delighted her
quests with several selections from
She was accompanied' by
opera.
Mrs. Charles Kohn, who also played
two d"!ightful piano solos. Miss Raynolds is considered by vocal critics
as ? very capable singer and has distinguished herself on the stage although she has been there for only a
comparatively short time.
The entertainment that was given
afternoon was a real
her guests-thitreat. Most of those In attendance
were friends of Miss Raynolds who
have known her Bince childhood.
The serving of refreshments closed
the afternoon." .Among those present
were Mrs. J. A. LaRue, Mrs. S.. B.
Davis, Sr., Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
n Magnin, Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs.
Jefferson
Mrs.
J. M. Cunningham,
Mrs. Hallet Raynolds, Mrs.
"'aynolds, Mrs. Charles Spiess,
M- F. C. Bailey, Mrs. H. M. Smith,
M s. B. V. Long, Mrs. D. C. Dickson,
Mr. E. Rudolph, Mrs. B. Baca, Mrs.
I' Tt Adams, Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mrs.
!' J. McWenie, Mrs. Charles Tamme,
vrs. F. C. Felt, Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
J'rs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. F. Manzares,
Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mrs. W. E.
Gortenor, Mrs. Charles Ilfeld, Mrs. D.
C. Winters. Mrs. y. E. Gortenor, Mrs.
W. Johnson, .Mrs. Xorman Skinner,
Mr3. C. S. Lrsey, Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
Mrs. J.
Mrs. O. G. Shafer,
Mrs. L. Puirh, Mrs. James Duncan, Jr..
Mrs. Ben Strickfaden, Mrs. R. G.
'
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came the cause of it Was discovered
to have been preparation for one of
the masquerades which are given sev
eral times each season. With prac
tically no material to wcvk upon the
results were really remarkable and gc
to show how truly necessity is the
mother of invention
The hit of the evening was made
and Robert
Ground
by Jefferson
Springfield as hoboes. Their makeup
was perfect and their antics were
greeted with screams of approval.
Mrs. C. H. Oliver of Brockton, Mass.,
was very fine as an old negro mammy
and carried her part through with a
zest that gave her much merited ap
plause. Miss Reglna Stern and Miss
Caroline Greenberger were remarkably
gotten up In Buster Brown costumes
Mr
and were very "professional."
Evans of Del Rio, Texas, and our own
Jim Duncan were negro dandies elab
orately done up for the occasion. Mr.
Pryor Timmons wore the most unique
costume, one advertising Corn Flakes.
Miss Laura Schrade of St. Louis was
a very winsome Indian maiden and
Messrs, Sterm, Iiaum and Stern were
elaborately gotten up as boudoir girls.
There were many other attractive coi
tumes and the affair was a great, sua
cess. It will doubtless be followed
by another before the season closes.
4 1
Dance
to
Elks
Informally Tonight
Tonight at the Elks' club will he
given one of the most brilliant dances
that have ever been held in Las Ve
gas. The Santa Fe Elks baseball team
and a number of other citizens of the
Ancient Citv who arrived here this
afternoon will be the guests. The lo
cal members of the Antlered brother
hood have made elaborate preparations
for an en.iovable time and will do
their best to show the Santa Fe people some real jollity.
While at Santa Fe last Saturday the
local Elks baseball team were the
guests of the Santa Fe Elks and were
treated in a quite gorgeous manner.
The dance that was given Saturday
night was a success and a thoroughly
enjoyable affair. The affair tonight
will be informal and this feature alor.o
insures a good time.
Tomorrow morning the Santa Fe
folk will he the guests of the local
Elks on an automobile ride that will
he taken over the city and to nearby
Interesting points while in the after
noon the two Elks teams will clash
for the honors of the diamond.' It is
anticipated that the attendance at tlio
dance tonight will be large. .Every
local Elk and his lady is expected to
be on the scene.

Mrs. J. M. McNair, Miss Rebecca Henrique!!, Mtns Mary Tipton,
Miss Marie
Mildred
Mernin, Miss
Brown, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
4
Louise Cunningham, Miss Helen Kel- ly, Miss Margaret Wenfiter and Miss Afternoon for
Miss Hazel Keike.
Emma Tamme and others.
Head,

i.irs. Ward Entertains
at Luncheon
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Charles V.
G. Ward
entertained a number of
friends at a luncheon. The affair was
as tasty and pleasant as are all those
of this hostess.
Color schemes in
green and red governed the decora
tions in the Ward residence giving a
Cards folvery artistic appearance.
lowed the luncheon.
Present were: Mrs. I. Appel, Mtb.
J. C. Aker, Mrs. p. Breeze, Mrs. I.
Bacharach, Mrs. M. Bendlx, Mrs. W.
C. Bailey, Mrs. M. Bearinger, Mrs,
J. M. Cunningham, Mrs. H. F. Coors,
Mrs. Robert Banks, Mrs. S. B. Davis,
Sr., Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Di
Magnin, Mrs. J. La Rue, Mrs. J. S.
Duncan, Jr., Mrs. P. Earickson, Mrs.
W. E. Gortner, Mrs. W. Johnson, Mrs .
E. W. Hart, Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs.
W. G. Haydon, Mrs. George Hunker,
Mrs. D. T. Hoskins, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. H. Ilfeld, Mrs.
Clarence Iden, Mrs. E. E. Johnson,
Mrs. Richard Johnson, Mrs. George
Kinkel, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. D.
Kelly and Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward.
V

V

Mrs. Wiegand

Entertains for Guest
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Chris Wiegand entertained a number of young
people at a sewing party given in honor of her guest, Miss Ruth Baehr, who
has been visiting in Las Vegas for
the past few weeks and who left this
afternoon for her home in Kansas
City. The afternoon was well spent
and greatly enjoyed. An appropriate
collation wag served late in the afternoon.
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Nellie-Eatchelor- .

Dinner for Miss
Tipton and Mr. Devine
Miss Mary Tipton and Mr. Richard
Devine were on last Wednesday evening the guests of honor at a 6 o'clock
dinner arty given by Miss Rebecca
Henriquez. The party was given in
honor of the marriage of Mr. Devine
and Miss Tipton which will be solemnized next month.
The dinner was a gorgeous affair
and was greatly enjoyed.
Those present were: Mr.anS Mrs.
George Smith, w- - Mary Tipton, Miss
Marie Mernin, Mr. Ricard Devine, Mr.
Tiplcn and Mr. Manuel Henriquez.
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SALE

CLEAN-U- P

Good desirable Summer merchandise at extremely low prices to close out this lines.
Sale for cash only.

Jap and Tub Silk

$1.50 to $6.50 House Dresses for
$1.00

W aists
One lot of women's Jap and Tub
Silk Waists in several styles, some
with wide sailor collars, others
with negligee collars, worth $1.75
to $4.00 each, special for this sale,
each
$1.35

4

V

Wednesday Bridge Club
Meets With Mrs. Hoke
The Wednesday Afternoon Bridge
club met this week in a very enjoyable session with Mrs. Erie Hoke. All
those members and guests present
spent a pleasant afternoon. As usual
at this club, there were refreshments.
Present were: Mrs. Dolly Raynolds, Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Mrs. Di
Magnin, Miss May Raynolds, Mrs.
Charles Spiess, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Herbert Clark,
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. Ned
Raynolds, Mrs. E. J. McWenie and
Mrs. Erie Hoke.

One lot of house dresses including a good viu loty of styles,
all sizes and all good, desirable garments, worth regularly
from $l.,r)0 to $6.50, special for the August Sale, each
$1.00

$6.50 to $19.50 Wash Suits for
$4.85

18c Embroideries
5c

i

One lot of women's Wash Suits in eluding a nice variety
of styles and sizes in Linen, Linenne and Rep, worth from
$6.50 to $19.50 each, all desirable colors, special
for this
'.
$4.85
sale, each.

One lot of embroideries, both'
edges and insertions, one to 5 inches wide, worth from 7
to 18c
special for this sale, per yard... 5c

WOMEN'S LINGERIE WAISTS

V

Lawn Party
for Miss Keike
Wednesday afternoon at her home
Miss Reba Sands entertaineed at a
party in honor of Miss Hazel Keike.
The afternoon was spent playing lawn
games and was thoroughly enjoyed.
Appropriate refreshments closed the
evening.
Present were: Miss Hazel Keike
Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Leona Creen
clay, Miss Marie Roberts, Miss Mildred
Miss
Myers, Miss Frances Myers,
Julia Sundt, Miss Ethel Wilson and
Miss Reba Sands.

Those present were: Miss Ruth
Baehr, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Marie
Clement, Miss Laura Lorenzen, Miss
Rose Powers, Miss Phoebe Hart, Miss
Janette Spiess, Miss Nellie Batchelor
.Miss Helen Litowich, Miss Lucy Floyd,
Miss Grace Elliott, Miss Emma Tamme, Mrs. S. A. .Clement, Mrs. Jan Another Party
van Houten and Mrs. Chris Wiegand. for Miss Keike
afternoon Miss
Monday
Leona
4 4
Mrs. Fleming Holds
Greenclay entertained a number of
friends at a party given in honor of
An Afternoon.
A number of the friends of Mrs. G. Miss Hazel Keike of Albuquerque who
A. Fleming were
entertained this is visitng in Las Vegas for several
week at the Fleming home at a de- days. Those present enjoyed a pleas
lightful afternoon in honor of Mrs. ant afternoon concluding with refreshFleming's mother, Mrs. J. H. Woods, ments.
and Mrs. W. J. Fleming, mother of
Present were: Miss Hazel Keike
Mr. Fleming.
The afternoon was de Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Marie Arnold,
lightfully spent by all those present. Miss Janice Hirschorn, Miss Harriett
Those present at the affair were Oppenheim,
Miss
Clarbel
Adler,
Mrs. 0. G. Shaffer, Mrs. N. B. Stone- - Miss Helen Danziger,
Miss
Mary
road, Mrs. O. E. Burch, Mrs. L. F. Graubarth and Miss Leona Greenclay.
Scott, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. H. T.
4
4
Holmes, Mrs. Mary eBarlnger, Mrs. Mrs. Rosenwald Is
Clarence Iden and Mrs. G. A. Flem- Hostess at Luncheon.
ing.
Mrs. Gilbert H. Rosenwald was
'4
hostess at a charming luncheon given
Mrs. Hazels Entertains
last Saturday evening at the Casta- For Guest.
neda in honor of her niece, Miss HarTuesday afternoon at her home Mrs. riett Uppenheim of Kansas City. Those
David Hazels entertained at sewing present were Mrs. D. Uppenheim, Mrs.
a few friends, in honor of Miss Emma D. E. Rosenwald, Miss Julia Jaffa,
Price of .Joplin, Mo., who has been Miss Mary Graubarth, Miss Claribel
her guest for the past week. The Adler, Miss Janice Hirschorn and
afternoon was delightfully spent and Miss Leona Greenclay.
ended with the serving of light refreshments. Those present were Miss Mrs. Kelly Eentertalns
Emma Price, Miss Mildred Brown, for Miss Mernin
Mrs. Charles
Trumbull, Mrs. Roy
Last Saturday afternoon Mrs. H. W.
Prentice, Mrs. H. D. McKee, Mrs. C. Kelly entertained a large number of
H. Schirmer, Mrs. R. K. McClanahan
young people in honor of Miss Marie
and Mrs. David Hazels.
Mernin who is in Las Vegas as the
guest of Miss Mary Tipton. Those
present at the affair enjoyed a very
entertaining afternoon. About 30
young people partook of Mrs. Kelly's

Last Tuesday afternoon Miss Lucy
4
entertained
a number of She Was So III Restored to
Myers
Masquerade at
friends at a "party given in honor of
Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Harvey's Ranch
Albu
There was an atmosphere of sub- her guest, Miss Hazel Keike of
A very delightful afternoon
Vegetable
dued excitement at Harvey's ranch a'.l quercme.
was spent. Light refreshments were
Compound.
day Wednesday and when evening
served. Those present
were Miss
Hazel Keike, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss
Pentwater, Mich. "A yearagolwas
Ruth Winters, Miss Phebe Hart, Miss very weak and the doctor said I had a
Can't Help Dial
Chella Van Petten, Miss Jessie Evans,
serious displacement. I had backDesiax Evans, Miss Elizabeth
Cables Miss
ache aud bearing
Tarnell, Miss Marie Arnold, Miss Jan
down pains so bad
ice
Rirschorn, Miss Leona GreenEw y Woman Cast Loving Glance at
that I could not sit
ti. Nestling Cuddled in its Bonnet.
clay, Miss Katherine Seelinger, Miss
in a chair or walk
l!
w
across the floor and
A 'woman's heart naturally respond
to Anna Mayer, Miss Edith Tooker, Miss
in;jj;;;jjjij
the cbrrm and sweetness o a pretty child, Reba Sands, Miss Hazel
I was in severe pain
Miss
Webb,
and rii.re so
than ever before since
all the time. I felt
Helen Noyes, Miss Mary Powers, Miss
the advt'it of Mother's Friend.
discouraged as I had
Mary Graubarth, Miss Pansey Bay- taken everything 1
less, Miss Frances Myers and Miss
could think of and
Lucy Myers.
was no better. I
4
began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and now I am strong
Miss Eatchelor
and healthy." Mrs. Alice Darling,
Miss
!
Litowitch.
Fyr
o
'il
Last Wednesday Miss Nellie Batch- - R.F.D. No. 2, Box 77, Pentwater, Mich.
This Is a most wonderful externa! help elor entertained a number of friends IteadWhatAnotlierWoman says:
to the muscles and tendons. It penetrates at
a delightful 1 o'clock luncheon
Peoria, 111. "I had such backaches
the tissue?, makes them pliant to- readily
yield to nature's demand for expansion,
given in honor of her guest, Miss that I could hardly stand on my feet I
so there Is no loc; tr a period of pain, disHelen Litowic.h of Salina, Kas who would feel like crying out lots of times,
comfort, fs;r:i:r!r.g, nausea or other symptoms so oiu n elstressing during the anxious ix here for
several weeks. The and had such a heavy feeling in my right
weeks of rx;.'wtaney..
side. I had such terrible dull headaches
luncheon
was
Mother's I'rl'-nvery enjoyable socially
prepares the system for
The comIkk event, and Jts use brings
every day and they would make me feel
t,
rest and repose during the term. This and tasty gastronoraically.
so drowsy and sleepy all the time, yet I
has a moHt marked Influence upon the baby,
Following the luncheon the young could not sleep at night.
since It thus inherits a splendid growing
ladies adjourned to the Elks' club,
system of nerves and digestive function.
"After I had taken
E. Pinkham's
.And particularly to young mothers is this
where they entered in a social bowl- Vegetable CompoundLydia
famous remedy of Inestimable value.
a week I began to
it
enables her to preserve her health and
ing game. Those who attended this improve.
My backache was less and
strength, and she remains a pretty mother
by having avoided all the suffering and affair were Miss Helen Lltowich, Miss that heavy feeling in my side went
danger that would otherwise accompany
such an occasion. Mother's Friend thor- Helen Cunningham, Miss Louise Cun- awav. I continued to take the Com
oughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and ningham, Miss Emma
pound and am cured.
muscle Involved and' Is a sure preventive
Tamme, Mrs.
You may publish this if you wish."
for caklog of the breasts.
Tou iv il find this splendid remedv on George Smith, Miss Mildred Brown,
Miss Claba L. Gauwitz, R.R. No. 4,
sale at all drug stores at .$1.00 a bottle, Miss Laura Lorenzen, Miss Ruth
Box 62, Peoria, 111.
and Is hkrhlv recommended for the purpose.
Lorna Johnson, Miss
Write I'.rndlieM I(ef.ulator Co., 134 Lamar Baehr, M1;s
Such letters nrnvn iha vnlua nf T.vdia
:a..
and thev will mail veil Mopfv York. Miss
Bldg.. Atlanta,
Mary Harris and E. Pinkham's
booU for rspce-tuu- t
waled, a very J;;stru-t:v- :
Vegetable Compound for
niolhci'3.
.Y.iss
woman's ills. Why don't you try it?
1
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'$1.75 Waists for 88c

$1.25 Waists for 65c

One lot of women Lingerie Waists, a'l this season's
styles, including both high and long necks, long and short
sleeves, worth $1.75 each, special for this sale
880

Our entire line of women's Lingerie Waists and women's
and children's Middy Blouses, worth $1.25 each, a large
,
variety of styles, special, each
65o

toa'VdarfLftdinif5tero

AGENTS

BUTTER1CK

niTTrnun
rAIIHWd
ktoMished

Helen Noyes, Miss Margaret
even
A bride can be
Webster, Miss Marie Mernin, Miss when she is being given away.
Some wives really believe that they
Mary Tipton, Miss Frances Myers,
Miss Lucy Clement,- Mr. William Tip- have faith in their husbands.
ton, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr. Donald
Some women lose fahh in the efficaHart, Mr. Ted Hayward, Mr. Henry cy of prayer when their complexions
McDonald, Mr. Leo Tipton, Mr. Cecil begin to fade.
Boucher, Mr. Richard Devine and Mr. .' The average girl changes her mind
Herbert Gehring.
several times before she changes her
Miss

v

Little Girl
girl,

jou

next month.

ladies were present

About 30 youna

at the

affair

look so Bma'l.

Don't you wear no clothes at ai'?
Don't you wear n a shimmy shirt.
Don't you wear no petty-skir- t
Just your corset and your hose,
Are those all your underclothes?
Little girl, when on the street
You appear to be all feet
With your dress so very tight
You surely are an awful sight.
Nothing on to keep you warm,
Crazy just to show your form.
Little girl, you won't live long
Just because you dress all wrong
Can't you wear more underclothes
Than, your corset and your hose?
After while I do believe
You will dress like Mother Eve.
Stolen.
Of Interest
to the Ladies

as a legal holiday throughout Ver
mont. The battle of Bennington was
one of the most important of the revolution and is generally recognized
by historians as the turning point of
the war. It made the victory at Sara-tog- a
possible, which in turn encour
aged France to recognize the inde
pendence of the American colonies.

If you sit in a cool draft when vaii
are heated and get a stiff neck or
lame Dack, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
it, because it is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere Price
-- .., ouc ana
i.uu per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

CHICHESTER

.S known

S PILLS

S" "'St

SOLD By DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLU8

$100,000.00

Refreshments dosed the party.
4 4
Mrs. Guy Entertains

Commercial Club
Dance a Success.
The dance given last Wednesday
night at the Commercial club rooms
proved to be a very enjoyable affair
even though not
largely attended. On
account of the short notice that was
given of this event a nurber of the
members of the club did not appear.
The music furnished was excellent and
the whole evening prove to be well
spent by those who did attend.
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs.
R. F. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. George
Smith, Miss Marv Harris. Miss Louise
Cunningham, Miss Helen Cunningham,

calling them desperate flirts.
The woman who married a man to
reform him has no time to waste improving her complexion.
A lawn dress is very
appropriate for
a grass widow.
Men admire women who ara perfectly square hut not too angular.
Life is just one thing after another.
Some people's breakfast 'is nothins
but a cereal story.
A competent young widow can be
just
as much interested in a man as if he
were really interesting.
Occasionally a woman can tell a
man what sho thinlrs of Mm withm.
thinking very hard
Temperament, during courtship develops into temper after marriage.
As a general thing when a man marries his stenographer he ceases to dictate to her.
There is nothing so mean and hateful as a woman who refuses to tell another woman a secret.

m

which was delightful in every respect
Euchre furnished entertainment durin"
the afternoon and proved interesting

At Noonday Lunch.
Mrs. George L. Guy entertained at
noonday luncheon on last Saturday,
complimentary to Mrs. G. L. Rotheb
of Houston, Tex., who Is visiting in
the city. The affair proved to be
a delightful one. The place cards
which numbered six, included the following ladies: Mesdames Guy, a. A.
Rothgeb, William Butler, Oscar Burch
and N. Dillon of El Paso.

If wishes were
automobiles the
supply of gasoline would be exhausted.

Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. After taking one dose of it I
was cured. It also cured others that
I gave it to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
name.
Oriole, Pa. That is not at all unusual.
Garbage and love letters should be An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can
almost Invariably by cured by one or
burned before they create trouble.
Jealousy is a tribute woman pays to two doses of this remedy. It is one
of the most successful preparations
to a man's vanity.
that has been discovered. Thousands
a
Many
courtship has been convert- have testified to its value. For sale
ed into a battleship.
by all dealers.
Adv.
Every man at some time of his life
ANNIVER6ARY OF BATTLE
has told a woman he' was not worthy
of her.
Mnotpelier, Vt., Aug. 16. Today
Only a newly married man dodges was the 136th anniversary of the batwhen his wife throws things at him. tle of Bennington, and in accordance
You can flatter many women by with custom the day was observed

--

little

UU " CARTS
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1862

The following pointed remarks' have
been contributed for the benefit of
those who don't know that:
No woman is supposed to show her
age no matter what it is.
Marriage and frolic are the two
hospitality.
things which double people up.
The scandal-monge- r
is always sure
Miss Tamme Entertains
of an audience.
for Miss Tipton
There is some consolation in the fact
Tuesday afternoon at. her home Miss
even the suffragette hasn t altothat
Emma Tamme entertained a number
gether
outgrown the ice cream soda.
of her friends at a party given in hon
or of Miss Mary Tipton who is to be
wedded
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this country by nearly 70 per cent.
ed with little flowers. Hats covered
CUG
YEAR IS
NOSED The United States supplanted Great PROSPEROUS
with cretonne are appropriate to be DiVOHCE
T
Britain as the premier
worn with the summer frocks these
country in 1S99, and in 1912 it was as
OUT BY GUPifl BUT
EXPECTED BY STATE
wraps are to accompany.
far ahead of Great Britain as that
The new sweaters are stunning in
country was ahead of the United
simplicity and color. The best are
ANYWAY
AGGIE COELEGE
WORKS
alStates ln 1882. The United States at
short, square, with square pockets,
present is contributing 40 per cent of
most no revers, and with dark or
sweatthe world's supply of coal and Is con
The
buttons.
white
small
pearl
TWENTY-FOUPREPARATIONS BEING MADE FOR
New York, Aug. 16. During recent only way to clear out the stock is to er Is not what It used to be In years COUPLE MARRIED BUT
suming over 99 per cent of its own
HOURS SEEK TO HAVE
There is
at
It
OPENING OF TWENTY-FOURToffer
reduced
taken
prices.
place
have
changes
many
years
production.
gone by, for the suface does no longer
AND
ALL
and
UNTIED
economical
ANNUAL
the
BONDS
SESSION OF A. AND M. MEETING OF EXECUTIVE BOARD
START.
The
for
opportunity
in every field of human activity.
In 1912 the production of coal in the
show the knit effect It is soft and
at
women.
AGAIN.
wise
OVER
INSTITUTION.
course,
may
purchase,
They
of
TO BE CALLED SOON TO TAKE
fashions in women's clothes,
United States not only surpassed all
very woolly, and there are no reams.
are always changing, more of less, but a greatly reduced price, costumes oi Some of the black and dark blue sweatOFFICIAL ACTION ON DR. W. T.
but the avtonnage
previous
records,
The little blind god has been playing
State College, Aug. 15. PreparaEROWN'S SCHEME.
the changes in the realm of dress have good make, style and material, which ers have a piece running, down the
ton
of
value
for
that
exceeded
erage
on Mrs. Olive
extended far beyond the mere style ot she may wear for the rest of the front and about the neck, of white or all sorts of tricks
normal year in the 33 years for tions are being made for the opening
any
she
says the Al- which statistics are available. There of the twenty-fourtyear of the New
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, president of
costume, as manifested in material, summer out of doors and which
cream material similar to that of the
winter
of
Journal
Mexico
well
on Tuesday, Sep- the state
heated
or
yesterwear
in
State
her
genMorning
College
may
buquerque
good roads association, today
has
one
silhouette, cut, color, trimming
when
been
only
year
.
prices
sweater.
tember 2, and the oflcers of the insti- announced that a meeting of the exeIt has been a cse of off again.
eral arrangement; many of the old home upon variops accosions without
In nnlnrfl thflt were , day.
were
AnnAnld
in
mL.
1912,
than
generally
higher
1U
ln Finneg
' 6
' an(J and that was 1903, the year of the fuel tution say that all Indications point cutive board of that body would be
traditions and customs as to the ap- fear of being considered odd.
launched early in the spring, will, the
of
anxi famine.
is
latest
bride
to a
the
of
for
costumes
yesterday
Recent
blushing
year.
Importations
called soon to take official action upon
propriateness of certain
come in handy the cool days of sum- as to the exact
have
The
of
wear,
although
today
winter
the
Paris
for
functions,,
ously
inquiring
opening
or
coming term the State Good Roads Day plan advostyles
occasions
certain
The gain in output in 1912 over 1911
on the promenade or in the moun
mer
was 38,095,154 short tons, and the in- will witness many changes in the col- cated by Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora.
been swept away and this has had in no way sensational in their novelty tains, worn under these sweaters. point where she heads in.
Is
marat
which
To
new
features.
the
beginning,
the
attractive
begin
contain
d
upon
many
considerable influence
crease in value was $69,040,860. The lege since a year ago. Dr. George E. Dr. Brown's plan is to have every
With the latter thrown back or open
to be the only
admitted
new
waistcoats
to
some
Ladd
of
has
the
succeeded
are
the
generally
and
them
presidency
activity
10
on
AH
man
Among
turn
out
ket in dry goods
September
production of bituminous coal Increas
.he vest shows up very prettily.
r
to start anything, Mrs. Olive ed from
of the institution, the position of
0,- and do a day's work on the roads.
dresa makers and the displays in the of beautiful material and original the finishes of these waistcoats are
405,907,059 short tons to
la now occupied by Thomas J.
was orig 104,982
In regard to the1 matter Colonel
style. It seems to be generally contons, a gain of 44,197,923 tons,
big shops.
dainty, but at present, w'.ien trimmed
In former years there was a strict ceded by fashion experts that waist- in ipjr wh'te crystal buttons, the ef- inally Miss Olive Jenkins. The fact witji an increase of $66,607,626 in Guilfoil, and there will be an ew pro- Twitchell said this morning that he
that she Is now named Guy and con- value. The decreased production of fessor of miltary science and. tactis. was heartily ln favor of it. "I have no
division between clothes to be worn coats will be extremely popular during fect Is delicious.
Some fashionable
The new $30,000 engineering building doubt," he declared, "that the state
siders herself the fall guy is entirely anthracite,
the
and
season
in
designers
worn
the
those
the
reand
summer
coming
in the
amounting to 6,102,469
women who are leaving for Swiss
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for its stand on ?his matter and hope
to the tender mercies of wagon tires,
The unwritten law does not lie In
impulses. When a girl of 17 she
that other papers over the state, rewind and weather for so long a time
met
and
married a young army ofa
the
or
Korea,
says
dispatch annoucing
of politics, past, present
is a disgrace. It is time this one was gardless
ficer against vthe wishes of the eman
killincarceration
American
for
of
condition
or
or
existing
past
future,
fixed up.
color or sex, will ing a native In protecting his daugh- peror. Her husband proved faithless
The road throughout its entire of servitude, race,
and there was a tragic ending to their
behind the scheme and Boost! The ter. We are not so sure that it lies
length is devoid of any very heavy get
drawn on in California, in the light of some love when she shot her husband's misornrTna1 It frill nn ftia Mn'rilo'nrta (t H color line will not even ba
'
tress, whom she had surprised with
e yellow Journals. This
day for recent developments.
Had not been laid out there it would
him at Prague.
o
we
hope Everybody
have washed away long ago) and the Everybody and
The Archduchess Stephanie, the
The New Mexico Good Roads assoPusWnS 11 alo"s or
material of which it is made, the nat- - p'm et
widow of the crown prince and mothis
ciation
to
the
State
going
endorse,
ural soil, is excellent for road build-- ! reater Sood' of 60m9 roads th,at
Good Roads Day scheme of Dr. Brown. er of Elizabeth, married Count Lon-yato be better and for tne unaymg gim
Ing.
which marriage was contrary to
have known that a gang that
Might
As it stands, it is so .much idle in- of the state of New Mexico.
to elect Colonel the wishes of the emperor.
has
sense
enough
)
commendaThe Herald's editorial
vestment. Mr. Las Vegas Business
The misfortunes of the Hapsburgs
Twitchell president would be on the
Man, how much idle stock do you tion of the plan Is as follows:
on such a scheme witn both feet, promise to continue even after the
job
Good Roads Day
figure you can carry and still make
death of the aged emperor, for his
o
a profit? Mr. Las Vegas Real Estate "Las Vegas has shown signs of conhis nephew, the Archduke
successor,
not the
Man, how long can you let capital lie siderable enterprise of late,
Francis Ferdinand, will bring a wife
4
in
will
state
idle and make money? This road is least of which signs, we
but no empress to the throne. "' In
THE DAILY POEM
a parallel case, fit is up to Las Vegas all candor, is the .taking, out from un1900 Francis Ferdinand married the
to get that road fixed or to let the der Albuquerque's nose "of theLubin
Countess Chotek, who was a
total investment made in its building Motion Picture company's troupe now
at the court. At the time
Summer Dips
and in the erection of two fine bridges located in the Meadow City.
Francis
Joseph
solemnly announced to
Las Vegas' latest contribution is a Together in the rolling" sea,
go to waste. How long can Las Vegas
his nephew's marriage
the
that
empire
waste money like that? How long can suggestion that September 10 be ob- They went in bathing, she and he.
was morganatic and that therefore
New
"I love you, dearest one," he said.
San Miguel county waste money like served as "Good Roads Day" In
neither his wife nor his children had
Mexico and Las Vegas and San Mi Said she, "Don t get beyond your any of the
i.hat without raising your taxes
rights of the imperial
head."
These are card questions, Mr. Man, guel county, it is understood, are going
family.
of
the
tmly so long as you decline to face to have one whether the rest
There are many who say that the
She wore a fetching bathing suit
them. Look at the matter squarely state follows suit or not.
domestic sorrows of Francis Joseph
and you will see that the solution is "The Herald recommends that Albu Most beautiful she looked, and cute. are due to a curse that is hanging
a Bimple one. We can tell you what querque, Santa Fe, Raton and every He sighted, "Your heart I want to over the house of Hapsburg, uttered
keep."
it is In three words. Here they are: other city and town In the state fall In
of Karolyi,
by the aged Countess
behind this protosition and that New She answered, "My it's getting deep!" whose son was put to death for par.Fix that road.
To do so at once will be economy. Mexico on the date suggested have a
ticipating in the uprising of l8"4"8. She
"To wait until later 13 to fail to do bo Good Roads Day which will set a new And, as the waves about them play'd, called on Heaven and hell to blast
Mt all, for the road will be In euch record for boosting enthusiasm In the 'TIs, thus he pleaded, with the maid:
the happiness of the emperor, to ex"
.shape from increased use that .it will southwest. We are away behind other "My love, dear girl, pray never doubt. terminate his family, to strike him
have to be rebuilt, practical!?-neighboring states, especially in the And her reply was, "Please Bwim out." through those he loved, to wreck his
This road was located by an official middle west, where Good Roads Day
life and to ruin his children.
f the state engineer's office. It was has become a permanent institution He led her safely to the shore.
laid along the most practicable and and a most successful one. Hardly a She smiled and said ."Well, - au
re voir!
easiest route. : The grades are the day passes but whal you read newspa-tip- r
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
accounts of SrtO miles of road built I thank you for my ibathing trip."
lowest that can be obtained. Every
-p
TnMnta
wiinaV If
Tmi.iy1nl.
ABM, CIO.
"U&glOltJ I61UUU
a
autoist
another
or
in
had
Arkansas
"dip."
hi;hway completed Next day she
freight hauler and every
It falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signa
W. Jackson. In Judge.
Juiows what a difference grades make. border to border in Iowa or gome oth- ture is on each box. 25c Adv.
The Santa Fe la spending $20,000,000
in the Btate of New Mexico to 'reduce
ESTABLISHED 1879.
its maximum grade one per cent. This
of the difference
is an Instance
make In hauling capacity. The
grades
Published By
road is laid along high land for the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
entire distance. It Is where It will
(Incorporated.)
not wash out, if drain tile are installed in a few places. In other words,
.EDITOR It is a good road except for a few
M. M. PADGETT. .
ruts.
Isn't it about time those ruts were
removed?
Isn't It about time some
of the maintenance work that ought
to have been done last year and the
Entered it the postoffice at Last year before and three years ago was
Las V.igas, New Meiico, (or trail done? This is a question that conmission through the United Statea cerns every citizen of Las Vegas.
What are You going to do about it?
mails ia tecond class matter.

Cri?c

gaily i)ptu

1

.

sister-in-law-

Haps-burgs..,- .'
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PROBE

CHARITY

COST

Summer ant

'

Why $13,00,000 for charity, and also
where, whence and how, these are to
be probed after a fashion by the organization representing Chicago's business, the most important outcome
promised being Illumination of the
reasons why charity is necessary at
all in a city of millions.
The bodies
through which the charities are dispensed are to be investigated first
with the purpose of requiring an official O. K. if any organization is successfully to solicit funds in the name
of charity. Every director and super
intendent will be summoned to tell
the needs of his organization, where
the money comes from and how it is
spent Experts will be carried In to
tell whether some of the charities overlap upon others and whether the
institutions for the care of unfortunates should be increased or decreased.
It is planned to make this a great powwow of useful information to prevent
on the poor and will not
woman's
club, man's club,
slight any
trades union, church, fraternal society
or Y. M. C. A. which may wish to express an opinion on the subject of
poverty and what it costs. The investigation will be under the auspices of
the institution which Rockefeller has
given so many millions and is to be under the direction of Dr. Charles R.
Henderson of that institution. The inquiry will extend to disasters, such as
floods, which call for extraordinary
gifts. Whether the enemies of the
protective tariff will be given the opportunity to be heard on their views
that poverty is the inevitable result
of protection, and whether the single
taxers will be given the chance to talk
single tax as the relief of the econ
omic conditions which produce the
rich and the poor, these will be deter
mined by representative business men
of the organization which has institut
ed the inquiry. The free traders and
single taxers are holding their breaths
In their leisure moments, In hopeful
expectancy of what may transpire.

ipecial

CALIFORNIA

f

NORTHWEST

or San Diego

Los Angeles

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
crop reports from Prance helped
New York, Aug.' 16 The market make wheat firm. December opened
to
cent higher at 90,
closed strong. Increasing fears of
The
but fell back to
crop damage caused heavy selling to- to 91
day for iboth, accounts which sent close was steady with December
business of the reduced corn output and net higher at
December oats, which at the outset
Misgivings over the effect on general
an advance to
business of the reluced corn output and was 46 to
elimination of the short interest by to
, dropped to

90.

9091.

46,

the recent sustained advance made the
market unusually susceptible to raiding tactics. Losses of a point were
recorded in some instances before the
lits responded to concentrated buying,
which ultimately wiped out of the previous losses. Union Pacific, Reading,
Canadian Pacific and Amalgamated
showed unusual strength, .i rising from
a point to a point over yesterday's
and Westinghouse rose 3
close,
points. The last sales were:
73
Amalgamated Copper
110
American Sugar, bid
05
Atchison
111
Northern Pacific
161
Reading
192
Southern Pacific
153
Union Pacific
United States Steel
,63
108
United States Steel, pfd. 4
'

Important to Dyspeptics
Bear In mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets improve the appetite, strengthen the digestion and regulate the
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
TO MEET

Butte, Mont., Aug. 16. Preparations have been completed for the anCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
nual meeting of the American InstiChicago, Aug. 16. Prospepts of
tute of Mining Engineers, which is to
weather tomorrow with tihowers
be held in this city next week. The
session will be attended by about 200 throughout the west in the advance of
delegates from the principal mining corn. Nevertheless the market went
a little above the high price bf the
centers of the United States and
season. The new upturn was due to
the fact that there had as yet been no
Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West general relief from drought, or heat
and that country holders gave no sign
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It of
letting go of reserves. The openeives universal satisfaction and I use
was unchanged to
cent
ing
only Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes, higher. December, which started at
to 69, unchanged to
cent
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rack 69
ing lagrippe cough and finally got re- up, reacted to 69. The close w?
lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Comnet lower for Deto
steady
pound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer cember at 69.
Storm damage in Canada and bullish
snd Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

95.
69; May 70.

91; May
Corn, September

September
May 48.
Pork, September
Oats,

45;

Lard, September j$11.15;
$11.20; January $10.67.
Bibs, September $11.10;

October

KANSAS

4.50.

Subscribe for The Optic

M

r--

est lines to be brought out for Fall and Winter 1913 "1914
will be found in these lovely creations of the Tailors' Art
It is a real pleasure to show these Garments and we earn,
estly solicit a visit to our rapidly growing ReadysTo'Wear
Department. We are exhibiting suits like cut and a fine
variety of other models. The prices are reasonable and we
quote the dresses and suits from

'ii

Mi

E. las Vegas

im
,

i

i

i!a

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, August 16. Hogs, receipts 1,000. Market steady to 5 cents
lower. Bulk $7.758.35; heavy $7.75
8.70; packers and butchers $7.75
8.40; lights $7.808.40; pigs $G7.
Cattle, receipts 600, Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.409; dressed
beef steers $7.358.40; western steers
$68; southern steers a4.756.50;
cows $3.506.50; heifers $4.608.6O;
stockers and feeders $57.75; bulls
$4.256.50; calves $5.259.25.
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
Lambs $67.40; yearlings $4.50
5.50; wethers $4.255; ewes $3.50g
4.25; Ltockers and feeders $2.50

take pleasure in announcing the arrival of a limited
quantity of Women's' Suits and Dresses,' All the new

n

October

$11.02; January $10.12.

In Women's Suits and Dresses

tJ- (-

December

Januay

NEW ARRIVALS

of Quality"

December'

$20.10;

Express Bring Us

Store

74;
43;

$19.17.

J

$10.00 to $50.00

45.

Concentrated buying credited to
packers or foreigners lifted provisions
First sales were five cents off to 35
cents up with January options as follows:
Pork, $19.02; lard, $10.60;
ribs, $9.95. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, September 87; December

KassszsssfflsffiE

The

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50
-

Constipation Is the starting point
for many serious diseases. To be healthy keep the bowels active and regular. HEROINE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the system in prime condition.
Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

,

Bates

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from Jifne i toSeptember 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

g

MINING ENGINEERS

Ixcurs

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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PERSONALS

TWITCHELL

Alfredo Delgado of Santa Fe was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
M. L. Pugh of Wagon Mound came,
in this, afternoon for a few days' visit
here.
E. P. Davies, an attorney of Santa
Fe, was a business visitor In Las
gas today.
S. Thompson left this afternoon for
Santa Fe, where he will be on busi
ness for several days.
W .Olsen of Chicago, left last night
for Santa Fe, where he will be on
business for several days.
Andy Cecel, a well known business
man of Wagon Mound, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner have
as bouse guests Mrs. Sarah Turner
and Carl Herisclx of Mobile, Ala.
Col. R. E,, .Twitchell returned last
night from Santa Fe where he has
been pn business for the past few
,

days.
E. Harper, Jr., of Oklahoma
W.
City, Okla., arrived in Las Vegas this

afternoon for a brief business visit
here.
N. W. - Earl of the Harvey lower
ranch was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today. He was accompanied by
his family.
,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T, Arthur of Amar-rillo- ,
Tex., arrived In Las Vegas last
night and will remain here for several
'
..
days as visitors.
a
was
Tucumcavi
A. Vorenberg of
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. Vorenberg Is a well known merchant of Tucumeari.
Superintendent F. L. Myers returned
last night from Raton and Trinidad
where he has been on railroad business for the past week.
Mrs. J. Leahy and Miss Marie Arnold of Raton returned today from
the Y. M. C. A. camp where they have
been for the past week.
Miss Sallie Ann Pickins, society
editor of the Optic, left this afternoon
for Albuquerque, where sne will visit
for the next two weeks.
Gus Speicher of the Gross, Kelly
firm, returned this afternoon from
Watrous and other places where he
has been on a short business trip.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs.
J. E. Little and Colonel A. D. Whit-mor- e
left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe where they will visit for the next
few days.
Miss Marie Roberts of Chicago, left
last night for her home at that place
after having been the guest of Dr. and
Mrs. F. H. H. Roberts in this city for
the past several weeks.
Miss Hazel Keike of Albuquerque
left this afternoon for her home after
having been a visitor with friends in
Las Vegas for the past few weeks.
Miss Keike has been the guest of Miss
Lucy Myers.
Morton Stem, son of Mr. and Mrs.

r

;

SIZED SCARE

BOARD HEAD

REPORT THAT CARLOS SPIESS LAS VEGAS MAN WHO HAS BOOSTAND REV. IMHOF WERE LOST IN
ED EXHIBIT AT SAN DIEGO
AS PRESIDENT OF THE
MOUNTAINS STARTS PART OF
SEARCHERS IN SHORT ORDER
GOVERNING BODY

Information was received in Las
Vegas this morning that Carlos Spiess
and Rev. J. M. imhof, who have been
at the Y. M. C. A. camp for the past
week, had been lost in the mountains
since yesterday morning. Within 30
minutes after the information was
received a searching party headed' by
Judge D. J. Leahy and Louis C. II- feld were ready to leave for the Y.

employes at
El Porvenir were ordered by Marger- ito Romero to start a search for Carlos and Rev. Imhof.
Just as the party headed by Judge
Leahy were leaving for the camp
word was telephoned into Las Vegas
that Mr. Imhof and Carlos Spiess had
been found. Rev, Imhof and Carlos,
it is said, left the camp early yesterday morning for a tramp over the
All

M. C. A. camp.

the

hills and when they did not return
in the evening those at me camp
"anxious for their safety. A
small party from the camp scoured
the country near the camp but were
unable to locate them. "After a hunt
this morning, which proved unsuccessful, It was decided to inform the parents of Carlos Spiess. About f0:30
o'clock this morning Canos and Rev.
Imhof strolled into camp and informed those excited people tnat they fedd
spent the night in the hills. The rumor that they were lost caused great
excitement in Las. Vegas and a dozen
automobiles were ready to carry the
searchers out almost as soon as the
information was received.
e'

Santa Fe, Aug. 1G. Colonel Ralph
E. Twitchell of Las Vegas was chosen
at the session of the San Diego exposition, board here Thursday evening
as president of that body. The colonel
has been active in securing a display
at this exposition and will make an
able head, it is believed.
Those present at the meeting, which
was called by telegraph, were Governor McDonald, Colonel R. E. Twitchell of Las Vegas, Dr. J. J. Shuler of
Raton, Sam T. Clark of Demlng, and
M. U. Vigil of Albuquerque; Guy A.
Reed of Carlsbad was the only member not present. Aratters in connec
tion with New Mexico building and
exhibit at San Diego were informally
discussed. Colonel R. E. Twitchell was
chosen president, and' M. U. Vigil was
made secretary of the commission.
It Was the unanimous opinion of
the commission that the strictest economy In the expenditure of the appropriation made by the Btate sliould
be observed and, on that account no
employment at the present time of
nny person would be had. the secretary agreeing to serve without compensation. The president of the board
was authorized to engage such stenographic assistance for office work as
in his judgment for the time being
should deem proper. It was the
unanimous judgment of the board
that the various firms of architects in
the state be invited tt submit within
30 days, to the board, plans and specifications for the New Mexico hurraing conforming to tbeOfd New Mexican mission style or architecture, and
it is hoped by the board that the arch
itects of the state will communicate
with the president at the earliest pos
sible day.
Drawings and plans by the official
architects of the exposition for a New
Mexico building were exhibited and
consideration of the same deferred
until architects in New Mexico might
have an opportunity to present theit
own plans.
The permanent location of the headquarters of the commission was made
at Santa Fe, but meetings of the
board will be held from time to time,
as necessity may demand, in various
other cities of the state. A seal for
the board was adopted, bearing the

Miss Ruth Baehr of Kansas City
left this afternoon for her home after
having been a visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few weeks. Miss Baehr
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Chris Wiegand,; Mrs. A. V. Thurmond
of Kansas City accompanied
Miss
Baehr.
She has also been a guest
with Mr. and Mrs. Wiegand.
Lawrence Tamme came In yester
day from Raton where he has been
the guest of his sister, Mrs. H. E
Fell, for the past few weeks. Laurence
will remain in Las Vegas for the re
mainder of the summer with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme.
William Schultz, formerly a resident
of Las Vegas, left this afternoon for
La Junta, Colo., where he Is employed
legend "New Mexico Commission,
by the Santa Fe. He has been visit Panama-CaliforniExposition, 1915,"
ing friends in1 Las Vegas for the past
the coat of
this
surrounding
legend
few days.
arms of New Mexico.
The board will Immediately proceed
to the formation of plans In matters
WILLIAM
HALE of publicity and looking to the coB.
operation of all of the counties to the
In matters of exhibits.
OBJECTIONABLE
The use of moving pictures showing all of the varied resources ot the
state will be employed, and during the
IN MEXICO
year 1914 everything in connection
with a comprehensive moving picture
exhibit, given at stated hours every
From
day during the exposition, will be
(Continued
Page One.)
prepared.
note had been delivered to the Mexican government and were under consideration by Provisional President
Huerta and his cabinet were received
heer today with the additional information that the views of the United
States had been transmitted at the
ROAD
same time to diplomatic representative
foreign government in Mexico
City according to President Wilson's
'
a

'

Jake Stern, returned last night from
Columbia, Mo., where he has been attending school for the past year. He
will remain in Las Vegas for the remainder of the summer.
Lorenzo Stahle, a member of a well
known Salt Lake City firm, came in
this afternoon from that place for a
short business visit here. It is said
that he represents the Salt Lake company that was interested in the Cam-fielproject.
Miss Helen Kelly, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Kelly, arrived in
Las Vegas this afternoon from, the
east and Europe where she has been
tourin-.for the past few months. 'Miss
Kelly will remain in Las Vegas for
the remainder of the summer.
Ralph Rohrer of Onava came in this
afternoon from the Rohrer farm at
that place for a few days' visit here.
Mr.'Rohrer states that the wheat crop Plans.
Ji
at the Rohrer ranch this season will
Secretary Bryan remained silent to'be excellent. It is expected that the day, even refusing to say whether the
crop will average 30 bushels to the note had been presented. Presidnt
acre over the entire planting.
Wilson, aftr going over the situation,
Hu.tro Schade and Earnest Scotman left for the golf links. The Mexican
of St. Louis, Mo., arrived in Las Vegas embassy here had no advices whatever
yesterday evening and left this morn--, of Mr. Lind's note; it had not, been ad
in?; for the Harvey ranch where they vised of itsfontents bgy the state, de1.
will remain for the next two weeks on partment here and, embassy officials
a vacation. They report the hottest expected to receive it, i at all, from
weather ever seen in the east now In Minister Gamboa In Mexico City.
Kansas and Missouri.
Publication of this government's
W. O Bourne, local representative vews as set out ja tne note jg boing
of the Ford Automobile company, re- - withheld at present at the request of
turned last night from Fort Sumner ti16 Huerta government, that If be first
and other places in that part of the permitted to go over the communlca-stat- e
'
where he has been on business tion.
Secretary Bryan's plan is to
for the past few weeks. He reports publish the contents simultaneously
l)ig crops in the fruit line for that sec- in Washington and Mexico City later,
tion of New Mexico this year.
and probably with the acquiesce of
Among those who returned yester- Huerta.
,
day afternoon from the Harvey ranch
The senate foreign relations commitwere: Mr. and Mrs. P. Earickson and tee again" today discussed phases of
children, Miss Regina Stern, Miss Ca- the Mexico situation.
roline Greenberger, Miss Henrietta
Rothschild, Mrs. K. Wolfe and daughf
f
ter, Mrs. F. Olivas, Mrs. J. Stern, M.
Greenberger and son,' George Baum,
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
George Skafte and son and Mr. C.
4Thompson. The traffic bound for the
f 4Harvey ranch this morning was heavy.
Jack Lester vs. Jack Hemple, 20
Miss Nelle Batc'helor and Miss Helen rounds, at Taft, Cal.
Lltowich and a number of others were
Charley-- , Pierson vs. Al Higgins, 20
in the crowd that left this morning rounds, at Clavier, N. M.
d
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INTERPRETATION
LAWS

OF

ON MONDAY

MANDAMUS SUITS FILED BY COM
MISSIONERS AND THE COUNTY
BOARD TO COiyiPEL.TREASURER
TO HONOR THEIR WARRANTS

The New Mexico statutes "defining
the duties and powers o the county
commissioners and the county road
board will be interpreted by Judge
David J. Leahy in a hearing set for
Monday morning. There appears to
be a decided conflict of authority be
tween the two boards. . Both the coun
ty commissioners and the county road
board quote the laws of the state in
support of their claims to expend
money In the road fund.
The county commissioners point to
the laws of 1905 aM 1907, which give
them authority to open, lay out, construct and alter public roads and to
purchase and condemn land for road
purposes. In order to do this, the
commissioners say they must draw on
the road fund since the genera"; fund
of the county Is neither adequate nOT
Intended for the building of loads. It
is generally conceded that this law
is still in effect. ;
a
later law, that of 1912,
However,
provides that the money in the road
fund shall be expended under the di
rection of the county road board. The
,

SATURDAY, AUGUST

county road boards are gives authority to construct or improve loads
within the county ana to Jay out a
system of prospective roads. This
I ewer, it is held, gives
tha county
i' ad board no right to open nev roads,
to purchase or condemn lands, or pay
damages.
Both the board of county commissioners and the county road board
have drawn warrants upon the road
fund.
Owing to the conflict in au
thority the treaurer, acting under the
advice of the district attorney, has
declined to pay either until the court
shall have decided the matter. Both
the county commissioners and the
road board this morning filed suits
In mandamus seeking to compel payment of their warrants. The first
hearing is set for Monday morning.
The attorney general is expected to
be here to participate in the case in
behalf of the county road board. The
district attorney will appear for. Be
'
treasurer.
,,

YOAKUM READY TO

FIVE

WE WILL BE OPEN
From lo a. rru to 8 p. n. Friday, August 15th
For the purpose of cashing checks, receiving deposits or the
transaction,
of any other busfness in our line.

PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital
TODAY'S

-

.

National League
Chicago at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Pittsburgh at New York.
St. Louis at Brooklyn; 2 games.
Cincinnati at Boston.

at

New York

Chicago.

Boston at St. Louis.
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.

MONDA iY EVE

American Association
Kansas City at Columbus.
St. Paul at Louisville.
Minneapolis at Toledo.
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.

LIGHT TRAIN
ING TOMORROW;
DENVERITE
ARRIVED TODAY AND DECLARES
FITNESS FOR BATTLE.
DO

Tomorrow afternoon at his quarters
Stanley Yoakum, the Iron Man, of
Dallas, Tex., will go through his last

TRUST CO.

(8l

-

-'-

"U-

113,000.00

BASEBALL;

1

American League

FACE KEARNEY

IRON MAN WILL

1913.

16,

Western League
Omaha at Lincoln.
St. Joseph at Denver.
Sioux City at Wichita.
Des Moines at Topeka.

bout with
training before his
Phil Kearney of Denver. Next Monday night at the opera house. YoaNational League
kum has been training in his quarters
Aug. 16. First game:
Philadelphia,
on the West side over the Pastime
It. H. E.
pool hall. Stanley is confident" of
6
4
2
Chicago
victory in this hout. Twenty rounds Philadelphia
3
9 2
gives the Iron Man time to stretch
Batteries:
Stack, Cheney and Arout' and liven up. In all his 20 round
cher; Mayer, Brennan and Klllifer.
bouts he always has done his best
work after the tenth round. He has
Brooklyn, Aug. 16.
been working faithfully since his last
R. H. E.
bout here with Newman and is in per St. Louis
1 10 0
fect condition.
0 6 2
Brooklyn
Phil Kearney arrived in Las Vegas
Batteries: Slagle and Hlldebrand;
today and will also do light work tomor Wingo, Yindling and Miller.
row. He will train in the quarters for
merly used by Shafer on Lincoln ave
Boston, Aug. 16. Boston, 7; Cincinnue west of the Lobby cafe. Kearney nati, 7; (tied at the end ot the ninth
has been In training in Denver for a Inning.)
j" i r:..
bout but on account of the other man
falling down physically the bout has
been postponed until next month.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
Kearney is the best boy In Denver in
his class and has won practically all
his battles. He Is a clever boxer and
National League
Is fast on his feet.
At New York New York, 6; St.
A local booster for Newman yester
Louis, 1.
day stated that Kearney could whip At Brooklyn Pittsburgh, 3; BrookNewman any day In the week and that lyn, 3.
In both the bouts between Newman
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia, 3;
and Kearney fought in Denver Kear Cincinnati, 2.
ney outpointed and outfought Newman
At Boston Chicago, 14; Boston, 6.
to a marked degree, winning once by
a knockout. The other hout was an
American League
"
exhibition affair but he outpointed
At Cleveland
..Philadelphia, 12;,
Newman and had the Las Vegas toy Cleveland1, 5.
at his mercy any time in the fight.
At St. Louis Boston, 2; St. Louis, 1.
Newman Is a clever boxer and has
At Chicago Chicago, S; New York,
shown ability in Vegas at different 2.
times. Kearney's winning over him
At Detroit Washington, 9; Detroit,
shows that the fight Monday night 7.
will be a gong to gong affair.
Yoakum is one of the toughest men
Western League
In the lightweight class today while
At Denver Denver, 7; St. Joseph, 5.
his cleverness has won many battles
At Lincoln Lincoln, ; Omaha, 2.
for him. While Kearney Is touted as
At Wichita Wichita, 5; Sioux City,
being the best lightweight in penver 2- '
the Dallas Iron Man is of the opinion
At Topeka Topeka, 6; Des Moines,
that he will be able to administer the
knockout dope to the Denverite next
Monday night. Tickets for the fight
were placed on sale yesterday and up
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
to this afternoon a good advance sale
had been made. Promoter O'Malley
National League
anticipates that the largest crowd that
Club
won Lost Pet
has ever attended a fight here will be
32
.701
.75
at the opera house next Monday night. New York
64
37
.63.4
Philadelphia

TKere is really
a
deal of

great
satisfaction
in knowing that yoi caai
keep cool and comfortable
during the Sum me r
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.
The, Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of

the coffee bean.

"

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
The Electric Fan, the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many otherj handy
appliances will aid in making life really

worth living during the sultry summer
months,

Las VegaLS Light and
Power Company

.

Chicago
120 ENTER WATER JeET
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 16. One Pittsburgh

hilndred and twenty swimmers, Includ
ing six women, were ready for the
start this afternoon of the annual winning contest conducted by the Missouri
Canoe club of this city.
CHINESE FIGHT EXCLUSION
Colon. Aug. 16. The time limit ex
pired yesterday for the registration of
Chinese in the republlo of Panama
the payment of fees by those Chinese'
domiciled in the coutnry, the production of photographs and other stipulalaw.
tions of the recent
is
The penalty for
on September 1. The Chinese
of Colon, numbering 500, ignored the
law, acknowledged a joint protest that
they were legally advised that the deThe matcree was unconstitutional.
ter will be referred to the supreme
anti-Chine-

Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

.

58

51

56
46
44

5JI

57

61

...43
41

--

TTT

.i

68

n

NEV

HOSPITAL

ILLUSTRATED
O,

FID

BUILDING
LECTURE

COURSE

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25
PASSION PLAV

n

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR, and PATHOS of TRAVEL

Col.R.B.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

632
.523
.447
.419

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

.37y
.376

THE HOLY LAND

American League
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland Washington
Chicago
Boston

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

..

. ...
.
.

Won Lost

Pet.

73

.676
.604
.556
.522

35
44
48
54
54

:67
60
59
52
47
44
36

-

64
71

Won Lost

Pet.
.644
.562

41
50
55

,

UNDER

;.

x
;

12 YEARS

50c
33c

.383
.346

68

57
61
61
65
71

CHILDREN

:

,4?4

74

64
Des Moines
60
Lincoln
59
St. Joseph
court.
56
Omaha .
.52
Topeka
FARMER KILLED UNDER AUTO
Sioux
.50
City
Marshalltown, la-- , Aug. 16. James Wichita
46 .
Lister, a rich farmer, was crushed to
automobile
when it
death under an
Subscribe for The Optic.
went Into a ditch near Conrad, Towa.

$1.50

.

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

.49"1

Western League
Club
Denver.

SEASON TICKETS

.522
.509
-

.479
.460"

.435
.394

OAL- AMD 17 OQ O
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

VJ.GOUD

ri
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.

f
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By SARAH E.

HIPP.
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She was about nineteen and she
hat with one red
wore a
rose dangling rakishly off the back of
the brim. Her cheeks were as pink as
a baby's. The headgear of her male
companion had a little bow at the
rear. His trousers had cuffs at the
ankles and he had not shaved often
y
enough to have acquired the whitish-gracomplexion of a grown up man.
The two fell Into the chairs at the little table in the confectionery store
and ordered chocolate sodas with the
exuberance of youth.
"Goodness!" said she, following
His Ma Earlie, go immediately and with her eyes a middle aged couple
who had entered and taken a table in
wash your face.
are
a corner. "Shouldn't you think when
Or
ma?
Earlie Who's comln',
people were as old as that they would
J'ou goln' to take me somewhere?
have got over caring for soda water
and ice cream?"
THEN HE ATE
"I should say so," agreed the young
man. His expression was uisuutnj
nitvinK as he watched the newcomers.
The man was getting portly and,
while the woman's hair was arranged
in the latest mode, it was sprinkled
with cray and she had a decided ma
tronly look. One could be certain that
she had tucked all the children m Dea
before she and dad started for their
evening stroll.
"Wouldn't you hate to, be as old as
that?" said the young man'. "What do
you suppose people find to enjoy in
life at that age?"
"Goodness knows!" paid the pretty
girl. "They euii't go to dances any
more or have any t'oit of fun! I
should think it would be perfectly awful! I read about a woman once who
was a famous beauty and whjen she
found her first gray hair she died of a
broken heart I know just how sh
The Tiger Good morning, break- felt!' '
fast!
"You'll never get gray!" comforted
The Monkey Er I don't under- the young man. "Not if you live to ba
stand.
I should think people Ilka
100.
that's all right. I those But
The Tigert-O- h!
over
there would envy young
was Just joking with the free lunch.
canoe-shape-

PULP
AND-

I T
'

-

Choir Loft

d

CHURCH OF, TKE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p m., is Spanish at
3:30 p. m, Rosary en benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
,
Sunday school for English speak
ing and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR'
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30:
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to i Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital

.very fourth

for the Insane, mass
Sunday by the pastor.

OF PUBLICATION

State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel. In
the District Court.
John M. Maris, Plaintiff, vs. Earle
A. Kiefer and Nellie M. Klefer, De.
fendants. No. 7,547.
The said Defendants,
Earle
A Kiefer and Nellie M. Klefer, are
hereby notified that a suit has been
Instituted and begun in the District
Court of the Fourth Judicial District
of the State of New Mexico, sitting
within and for the County of San
Miguel, wherein John M. Maris is
Plaintiff and Earle A. Kiefer and1 Nel
lie M. Kiefer are Defendants, the
said cause being numbered 7,547 on
the docket of said Court, wherein the
said Plaintiff prays juagment upon
a certain promissory note made, executed and delivered by the Defendants to the Plaintiff on October 1,
1910, for the sum of One Thousand
($1,000.00) Dollars, interest and1 attorneys' fees, and for. tne foreclosure
of a certain mortgage made, executed
and delivered by the Defendants to the
Plaintiff to secure the payment of
the principal sum and interest mentioned in said promissory note, the
said mortgage being upon the following .described real estate situate in
the County of San Miguel, State of

15he

OPTIC

after

CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday Bchool 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.

E.

AND

CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

TOR CLASSIFIED

W. M.,

4

at

MOOSE Meets secend
foucth
Thursday evening
month at W. O W. Hall. Vtsitlai
brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. ThornhilL
T. Davis, Dictator;

L. O. O.

M.

Regular communication first and
a
third Thursday In
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mills,
H, S .Van Petten, Secretary. J

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advlnce preferred.

'

Secretary.
E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B. Meets
every

I.

Mt
first

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestrj
Reg-lurooms of Temple Monteflore at
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Iar conclave
d Tuee-r- "
o'clock p. m
Visiting brothers art
Isaac Appal
day In each month at
cordially Invited.
Temple at 7:S p. m. Q. U.
President; Charles Greenclay, Bee
KlnkeL V. C. ; Chat. Tamme,
retary.
k

tc

Ma-aon- lo

I.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER
MASONS

, ROY
Regtlar eon- NO.

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: JO p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
mood, Secretary.

O.
1.

P.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening ai
their hall on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially tn'ited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G : Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; f'arl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgeock, cemetery truste

7 p. m.
p. m.

CHUKCH

Cor
Rev.

CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Meets first and tftlrd Fridays
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:10 p. m. in Masoole Temple,
Mrs. J. O Ratledj. Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Anes Tripp, Becretary.
Mondays cf each month at 8 p. a
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
Telephone Ualn tit.
Clerk;. Z. W. Montague, Local Ds
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are esp
102 MeM, every Monday night at
dally welcome and cordially inrtt
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue.at
ed.
S o'clock.
are
Visiting
cordially welcoma J. C. Werts,
LOCAL TIME CARD
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer,

PANSFORD

OPTIC

NUMBER.

MAIN

ft,

Vti&itteti

S.

EAST BOUND

Plaintiff's attorney is W. J. Lucas,
B. P. o. ELKS
Meets second and
epan
Arrive
whose Postoffice address is East Las SALESMEN making small towns,
:
2
:10 p. m
each
p. r
fourth
of
whole
caror
No;
time
should
evening
side
Tuesday
line,
Vegas, New Mexico.
11:0B
m
on
month
street
Elks
home
11:05
4
Ninth
p. s
No.
our
fast
p.
ry
selling pocket side line;
LORENZO DELGADO,
broth-ersara. i
2:18
avenue.
m
a.
and
2:05
No.
Douglus
sales
Visiting
return
8....
special
allowing
plan
Clerk.
(SEAL)
2:1
1:45 p. m
of unsold goods makes quick easy
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm. No 16
J. Mills, Kxalted Ruler: D. W. Consales; $4 commission on each order.
don, Secretary.
new.
WEST BOUND
Write
for
Something
entirely
CALL FOR BIDS
1:41
1:20 p. m
outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212
No
Sealed proposals will he received
COUN- No. 8
111.
8:1B
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
m
a.
6:10
St.,
Sigel
Chicago,
at the office of the County Clerk of
4:30
4:20 p. m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No. 7
San Miguel county, New Mexico, until
7:00
WANTED Good saleslady, at Pot6:35 p. m
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. HalL No.
10 o'clock a. m. August 25th. 1913,
ter
store.
memPioneer
building.
Visiting
for the construction and installation
ATTORNEYS
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
of a steam heating plann in the pubDevlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
lic school building known as Reeves WANTED Young native girl for light
HUNKER & HUNKER
housework.
Mrs. H. T. Davis, 414
Heights, located In the northern porColumbia.
KNIGHTS
AND LADIES OF 8ECUR George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
tion of the town of Las Vegas, New
Attorneys-at-LaITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W
Mexico.
New Mexico
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first Las Vegas,
The plans and specifications of
said heating plant may be seen at
and third Mondays of each month
DENTISTS
the office of E. W. Hart in the City
at S p. m. Visiting Knights and LaFOR SALE Good fresh cow, 1023 Til-- '
of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maden Avenue.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Each bid must be accompanied by
President; A. D. Tillman, FinDentist
a certified check in the amount of
V.
A.
Mrs.
local
Morrow,
ancier;
FOR
RENT
of
Desirable
work
Dental
house
any description at
light
$50.00, made payable to the Board of
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W
moderate
prices
keeping rooms, modern. 1030 Fifth
Education of the Town of Las Vegas,
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011 Room
street
1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
New Mexico, to guarantee the faithSixth street, East Las Vegas. N. M
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
ful performance of the hid.
house,
A satisfactory
bond will be re- FOR SALE Bargain;
y;yy,r..i.rw.'rje.'.-v;.,,'T;ell stable and fruit orchard;
city
quired from the successful bidder '
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.
with two sureties thereon, residents
of the County of San Miguel of the
resState of New Mexico, conditioned for FOR SALE OR RENT A
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
idence located at 901 Columbia. In
the faithful performance of the writdespription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
quire 726 Seventh street
ten contract to be entered into between said successful bidder and the
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
Board of Education of the Town of
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
40c
1000
to
each
200
v
per 100 lbs
lbs,
delivery
The Board of Education of the
50c
200
each
to
50
per 100 lbs
lbs,
delivery
Town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, re- FOR RENT Two room furnished
921
house.
Lincoln.
serves the right to reject any and all
bids.
1200 Lincoln Ave
The Board of Education of the FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
Phone Mala 227
Eighth Street.
Town of Las Vegas, N. M., by
FIDEL ORTIZ,
(uk hunt Five room cottage on
Its President.
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

Fr

ifi.
Eighth and National avenue.
C. Anderson, pastor.
The Dog Tell me the story of your
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worlife.
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
The Maltese Cat Which one?
Yet."
Dolls
have nine, you know.
and
With
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
Tops
"Playing
with sermon at 8 o'clock.
worship
folks like us when they saw then
A
THERE ARE OTHERS
Invitation is extended to
cordial
getting so much enjoyment out a
life! Why, they aren't even talkini all who have no other place of worto each other only now and then ship to attend divine services at thin
church.
They're just bored with existence.
don't wonder!"
"I should think," said the prettj
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
girl as she daintily poised her spool
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
and watched the persons under discus
street Mornslon, "that they'd feel kind of Bill las avenue and Tenth
sermon
at 11 o'clock.
and
and
worship
in
here
ing
ordering anythini
(coming
so juvenile as sodas! It seems funny Bible study and Sunda - school ses-- .
You never think of olc sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chrissomehow!
people liking such things!"
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
We'll never be as old as that," saU
The church extends a most hearty
W
the young man meditatively.
to all people. Strangers
invitation
won't let ourselves get so old. I can't
in the city especially
and
sojourners
old,
anyway
imagine you getting,
You'll always be just as slim and girl welcomed
ish as you are now
"And think of you as fat as thai
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
i
mani" she trilled with laughter.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
suppose they have grown so apathetic Green, Pastor.
that they don't care! Poor things!"
There will be no preaching service
Meanwhile the middle aged man in
man.
Doyle He's a thirty-cen- t
this church tomorrow. Sunday
at
wife:
to
his
corner was saying
NOTICE OF BANKRUPT'S SALE
Hoyle And he tries to make every the
will be held at the usual hour.
with
school
over
there
a
That's
pretty
girl
Public notice is hereby given that
one believe he's been unjuBtly marked
the funny shaped hat."
The congregation is urged to attend the stock of merchandise of the esdown from half a dollar.
at the
"Yes," agreed his wife. "I may get other Las Vegas chtirches
M. Adler, bankrupt, will
How callow the usual hour tomorrow morning and tate of Aaron
like
one
it
for
Milly.
HIS REASON
be sold for cash at public auction to
Somehow it alboy with her looks!
evening.
the highest bidder or bidders at the
ways makes me want to cry when I
see two intexperienced young things
Sixth
store premises at No. 504
CHURCH
SHILOH - BOPTIST
such as they are!"
East Las Ve?as, New Mexico,
street,
ave
"1 know," said her husband under- Corner Columbia and Railroad
on Tuesday, August, 19th, 1913, be
standingly. "They are so beautifully nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
ginning at the hour of 2 o'clock in the
knowl
of
sure
themselves and their
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by afternoon of said day.
edge of the world! When you think of the postor; Sunday Bchool 9:45 a.
JOHN S. CLARK,
all they've got to go through "
B. Y. P U., 3 p m. All are wel
Trustee.
"And all the disillusionment and m.;
these services.
heartaches," said his wife. "And t come to attend
takes so many years to get to the
NOTICE.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
point where you can begin to understand and reajly enjoy life! I sup Regular services every Sunday mornThe La Jara Hunting and Fishing
pose they fancy they're having a good ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
time!"
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C- - ball. lakes, which are the two northern"Silly children!" smiled her hus
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
band. "They're only playing with
and
YOU
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
the
purest
who
"pest
dolls
I'll
require
bet
tops and
thej
yet!
s Hone,eX
bunt or
medicine
see
holey
that
you
sensible
ro
haven't exchanged one
person will be allowed
ey and Tar Compound in preference fish upon this property except mem-oermark since they sat down there!"
"Sire's got an engagement ring!" to any other for coughs, colds,antasthma,
of the club, and all persons go
lung
said his wife suddenly. "Think of in hoarsness. tickling throat
must he prepared to show
there
fants like that marrying! Why, it's troubles. It is a strictly high grade ing
I
The Professor Why do you always terrible!"
family medicine, and only approved a membership card in this organizawill be arresttun your automobile at such speed?
drugs of first quality are used in its
"You were
eighteen when you manufacture. It gives the best results tion. Otherwise they
The Autoist I think it's better to married me," only
.
, .
,
tor
r i
ed
reminded
husband
trespassing.
r
her
ana contains no opiates, u. v. ocuaci-eIkill a man than malm him.
her.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
was different!" said his wife,
"That
AND FISHING CLUB.
'
The Limit
quickly. "We had more sense than
RACING BEGINS AT WINDSOR
"Snicker Is Jones a bluffer?
those two! They are so terribly inex.ttocker I should say bo; he is will-i;;Windsor, Ontario, Au. 16 The secperienced! Life must be so empty for ond' of
to
tax
make
MOTHER GRAY'S
to pay an income
the summer race meetings of
them, really!"
SWEET POWDERS
was
folks think he has an income.
club
opened
"But they think they're having a the Windsor Jockey
FOR CHILDREN,
be
will
and
at
track
the
said
the
local
rose.
nan
as
today
time,"
good
they
A OertntaRel M tar FBVr,J
Money In It.
don't know yuu have to be as continued until next Sa'urday. Five
"They
Is'any-i)iosthink
there
"Do
you
Hill:
old as we are before you're really stakes, with an. aggregate value of
it) strikes?"
Poor
things!" Chicago $8,500, will he decided during the
rl.M.rk. In 84 h ,7r.. A t nil OruMi?!". aU.
.Jill: "Sure! I made one this mo- happy!
Don't accept Snmpl. mailed KKI'
Daily News.
at:d
60t
i:o:'
n,tubtiUle. A. S. OLMSTED, L
meeting,
rbus.

Jiate

-

a

CRYSTAL IGE

x

Far Fteat

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

-

.

Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
;
Plaza Hotel
3
m.
Office hours :30 p.
to 3:30 p. m.
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Massage.
Only latest methods are employed. Hours' from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m. No work done on Saturdays exPrice 50c
cept by appointment.
at ladles'
work
made
for
Appointments
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00

RETAIL PRICES

lbs-- ,
or Mrfre, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
5q lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000

AUTOMOBILE,

s

H- -

"v

per
per
per'
per
per

100 Ibt
100 Ibt
100 Ibt100 Ibt.
100 Ibi

Harvesters,

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Are Best

Market Finders

CARRIAGE

AND

SIGN PAINTING

s

g

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

AGUA PURA COMPANY

--

,

RESTAURANT

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

A.

COLUMN

Trinity Meridian, containing One Hundred
Sixty (ICO) acres more or less.
Platiniff also prays for general re-

Patri, Chant, (Randall.)

M.

THEJ

CHAPMAN

SALESMAN WANTED
i'or vacancy
lief.
September 1, a good traveling salesare
notified
You
further
unless
that
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
men for
stap'e, well advertised
you enter or cause to be entered
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
sold
direct
from maker to
line,
cause
on
or
in said
Hymn 505, "Fight the Good Fight," your appearance
merchant; permanent, well paying
before the 29th day of September, A.
(W. Boyd.)
position; grocory, specialty or ad
D. 1913, judgment by default, and
Venite Extiltemus Domino, Chant
vertising man preferred. Address
decree pro confesso will be entered
(Randall.)
C. G. M., care Optic.
therein against you.
Gloria

FIRST
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RATES

LOOBY

'

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday School, 9:45.

Christian Endeavor
Evening services 8

Bhe

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WOT

The Northeast Quarter (N. E.
)
r
(34), Township
ST, PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, of Section Thirty-fouRev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National Sixteen (16) North, Range Nineteen
(19) East of New Mexico Principal
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Thirteenth Sunday
i
August 17, 1913.

1913.

New Mexico,

Te Deum Laudamus, (Thomas.)
Benedictus, Chant (W. Crotch.)
Hymn 670, "Father, Whate'er of
Earthly Bliss," (L. Mason.)
Sermon.
Precious
Hymn 444, "O Saviour,
Saviour," (A. H. Mann.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (An
on.)
This church is open daily for pri
vate prayer and meditation.

ALL CATS HAVE

16,

N.

X. HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame, back with soreness over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumatism, dull headache, and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
quickly and permanently. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

Subscribe for The pptic.

Classified ad. search out the people to whom among ai:
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlig It worth meet

-

That property you want to fell li WORTH MOST io oie
ad. In tale newspaper and woald new hear
your property .unless It were advertised here.
who reads the

Other, who read and anirerad. in this newe?aper want (a
are anxious to pay each for) books, automobiles, need machine?
and furniture, artielea of uefulnest of any tort, and musical iv
trumenta.
U possible
An the classified ada. are read bj
buyeis, of all
alble, tort of thinea, they nave come to be tlndeia of th best

i
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic lor
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for lyZZ for which I agree
to pay In advance

Name.

Name

be
free to
absolutely
given
le

to

le

Name of boy or girl

.

'

to be ,

given absolutely free to

'

Name of boy or girl

,
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the G0CYCLE is yours.
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Try our steam baked bread.
Vegas Bakery.Adv.
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

RED - RIPE - SWEET
ere unloaLding &Cortodo.y weigh-

ing from

15

D.

J. Leahy and has been committed
state asylum.

A

Mrs. Charles p'Malley and her vio
lin club will assist with the music at

the First Methodist Episcopal church
tomorrow evening. The subject of the
discourse will be "Two Wonderful
Things." A cordial invitation Is extended to all who have no other place
of worship.

.'.'

St earns Store

sheets McKinley edition popi
lar standard music at 5c from now
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv.
2,000

G. A. Hunker, chairman of the conn- -

ty road board, this morning announe
ed that lie was strong for the coming
good roads day which will take place
on September 10. Mr. Hunker an
nounced thatfhe would give his hearty
support to the .cause. A number of
other road boosters have taken to
the project with a good will and prospects are good for its success.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

V

1

All summer stock divided in two
lots, $2.49 and J4.49 this week only
for cash. No goods charged at this
sale. Strass' Bonnet Shop. Adv.

V

v"
in'

& Co.

Gross, Kelly

away by
thus making a substantia roadway.
this
Mayor Taupert is overseeing
work. He announces that a number
of other business houses have decided
to install gutters in front of their
places.

Sole Agents
f

?

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, geJ
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lbby, of course.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke,' Assistant Cashier.
Hallett' Raynolds, Cashier.
B. D. Raynolds, Vice President

Adv.

The Lubin Motion Picture company
was again on the job this morning
working on the production of "The
Rattlesnake." A goodly part of the

Capital.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Promts

$35 1000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Good Backing.
v
'
...

In tare st Paid on

J irk Deposits
r

-

,

r

.''
v

'

AT THE HOME OF THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY
COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples, Apricots, Ca.nteloups, Watermelons. Celery, Radishes,' Lettuce.
Onions, Green (&. Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash,' Tomatoes.

CALIFORNIA,

Cucumbers and New C&bbage.

15he

G3AAF

I liAYVARO

BILL"

ARRIVES

TO

CRUSH

LOCAL SHATTERS
CONFIDENT OF VICTORY, MERRY
THRONG OF SANTA FE ANTLER-EHERD CLIMB DOWN FROM
SANTA FE TRAIN NO. 10.

confined during the entire evening.
Managers McWenie and Springer
announced this afternoon that their
lineup tomorrow afternoon would be
as follows:
Harmon and Ettinger, battery; Harris first base; McWenie, second base;
Angel, third base; Stewart, shortstop;
Shupp left fiield; White, center field;
Witten, right feild.
The lineup of the Santa Fe team
will be:
Safford and Berardinelli, battery;
Clancy, first base; P. Berardinelli,
second base; Alarid, third base;
Keefe, left field; Yont, center field;
Everybody, right.
Romaine Fielding and Judge D. J.
Leahy will act as the official umps
at the game. The fracas will Btart at
2:30 o'clock.

scenario has been nnished and from
present indications the entire play
will be completed by next week. The
mornings always afford a good time
for the company to work, but the
afternoons of late have been cloudy.
Romaiuo Fielding Is happy in the
Try our steam baked bread.
morning but when a cloud appears in
Bakery. Adv.
Vegas
cross.
the sky he is apt to be rather
This for the benefit of his friends.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
'

"HELLO

MM

Yesterday afternoon Miss Julia Jaffa was delightfully entertained when
Mrs. Charles Greenclay as hostess
gave a huge party in her honor. The
Greenclay home waB prettily decorated with, roses and sweet perns and
made a very attractive appearance.
Refreshments were served late in the
day.
The guest list included the following: Mrs. J. C. Aker, Mrs. A. M.
Adler, Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs. I. Bacha-racMrs. S. Bacharach, Mrs. Heneri-ett- a
Ilfeld, Mrs. Herman llfeld, Mrs.
Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs. Ludwig Ilfeld, Mrs.
W., C. Bailey, Mrs. Mary Bearlnger,
Mrs. M. Bendlx, Mrs. T. Brash, Mrs.
M. Morse, Mrs. C. Danziger, Mrs. M.
Danzlger, Mrs. B. Danziger, Mrs.
Frank, Mrs. P. Earickson, Mrs. Grau-bartMrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. M.
Greenberger, Mrs. C. Htneman, Mrs.
D. Morants, Mrs. Nestor Hoffman,
Mrs. S. Hoffman, Mrs. R. Ross, Mrs.
Liebstetter, Mrs. C. Hirschorn, Mrs.
W. E. Kaser, Mrs. D. Kauffman, Mrs.
M. Cohn, Mrs. Henry Levy, Mrs. Ben
Lewis, Mrs. R. F. Lord, Mrs. C. S.
Losey, Mrs. L. V. Crocker, Mrs. E. J.
McWenie, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. Sig
Nahm, Mrs. Roscum, Mrs. Max Nord-hauMrs. Hallet Raynolds, Mrs. S.
F. Reuther, Mrs. F. H. H. Roberts,
Mrs. C. Rosenthal, Mrs. W. Rosen
thai, Mrs. N. Rosenthal, Mrs. C.
Mrs. J. Rosenwaid, Mrs. C.
Benheim, Mrs. D. Opperheim, Mrs. E.
R. Russell, Mrs. O. G. Shaffer, Mr?.
E. W. Shaw, Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs.
D. Stern, Mrs. J. Stern, Ars. L. Stern,
Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs. .Toe Taichert,
Mrs. M. Turner, Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mrs. Roy Prentice, Mrs. David
Winternitz, Miss Minnie Cellers, Miss
Minnie Kohn, Miss Pauline Levy,
Miss Frances Myers, Miss Lucy Rosenthal, Miss Clara Hineman, Miss
Hanna Frank, Miss Louise Frank,
Miss Reglna Stern, Miss Henerietta
Rothschild, Miss Carrie Greenberger,
Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Marjorle Shaw and Miss
Marie Roberts.

"Greetings Brother Bill" and "good
Lorenzo Sierra and Raymundo Lu- to you tomorrow afternoon," said
luck
cero, who several days ago were ar
the Santa Fe Elks' ball team when
rested by Sheriff Roman Oallegos for
dismounted, from Santa Fe train
stealing cattle, pleaded guilty this they 10 this afternoon for a two
No,
days'
morning, making a written confession,
visit in Las Vegas. The Santa Fe
Is
said.
another
with
it
man,
They,
were confident and not at all
were charged with the theft of 41 bunch
about describing the results
backward
head of. cattle and were caught when
tomorrow's
of
game.
they endeavored to dispose of the an
team was met at the
Fe
Santa
The
imals by selling them to a merchant
a large delegation of local
depot
by
a
of small village south of Las Vegas.
Elks and was cordially greeted. Fol Mrs. Hedgcock Is
to Hostess to Ladles' Aid
The work on the gutter in from lowing lunch the hoys were taken
of the Meof the Y. M. C. A. has been completed the club house where they will be The Ladles' Aid society
An- - thodist church met this
with
week,
Ancient
The
housed
City
tonight.
and now work is being finished on the
time
a
are
C. V. Hedgcock for the regular
folk
Mrs.
tlered
big
anticipating
of
street
in the front
grading of the
societl. Plans
the city hall and the T. M. C. A. to tonight at the club at the big dance business session of the
a
bazaar to be
will
honor.
were
in
for
to
their
be
inaugurated
They
given
this gutter. Cinders are placed over
the gravel and are so laid that they forget all about that big baseball game given during the coming winter and
will not be blown
the wind, tomorrow while pleasure will be un- other official business was transacted.

)

""ilnimii

At a meeting of the county commissioners held this week a petition was
presented requesting the building of
a bridge at Kearney's Gap over an
arroyo that has always been the worst
crossing place on the road to Mineral
Hill.
The commissioners agreed to
build the bridge and requested the county surveyor, George Morrison, to draw
up plans for the bridge and advertise
for bids.
This bridge It is understood will be
a GO foot structure and will be built
of the same material as has been used
by the board during the construction
of a number of bridges during the past
Work on this bridge
few months.
will start late in September.

Last night at 9:30 o'clock Anton
Sacher, a native of Nebraska, died after an Illness of 10 months. Mr. Sa
cher had been a resident of Las Vegas for the past two weeks and was
a patient of the Sf. Anthony's sani
tarium. Sacher was in business in
Steinauer, Neb., prior to his coming to
Las Vegas and had been a resident of
that city practically his entire life.
He is survived by his wife who has
1een in Las Vegas with him and by
four children who are now in Stein
auer. Mr. Sacher was a member of
the Elks at Beatrice, Neb. The body,
accompanied by Mrs. Sacher, will be
shipped tonight to his home where
burial will take place next week.

BAKERY COOPS

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE' MADE
We

are head-

quarters for fresh

W. E. Charley of' New York City

stopped over in the city this afternoon
on his way to California. He will remain in Las Vegas for several days.

and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

FOUR MILLION DEAD FLIES
Harrlsburgr. Pa., Aug. 16. Four million dead house flies were bough at
the rate of 5 cents a pint today by
the Harrisburg Civic club, this being
the close of the swatting prize con-

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

only a fraction of those killed as- a
result of a civic club's campaign. Ella
Marie Kriedler won first prize of $2
for the largest score, turning fn 74
pints, for which she got $3.75 besides
her prize. Second prize of $1 was
won by David Peters with 21 pints.
More than 218 pints of Hies were turn-

ed In.

Ma-ho-

of the new. Fall

The Birjjjest Growing Business
in Las Vegas is Our Rug Department. It almost doubled

last season.
9x12 Rugs in Price from $5.00
to $60.00
Come In and See the New Patterns

j.

STRAWBERRIES
CHERRIES

AND

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

satisfy.

and more customers whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper thun horse power
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COmFZNY,

$1,050

FULLY

EPTO

"OVERLAND
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AT YOUR

MOD

-

&c.nt

DliOF

59TI

Telephone or call and we will have our

ft;; show
.trator

you

Mortile

S Machine

OF INDUSTRIAL

AND

BUSINESS. CIRCLES AND WITH
..i.fc!:-- s
GREAT DELUCTANCE ,

Younger Set
Is Dined.
Miss Mossy York yesterday

demon-il-

l

Vhalen.

&

Co

Fowler

sentation was not in accordance with
the Importance of German industry
and business life, it would injure the
prestige of the empire and run counter
eo German interests.
"As the exposition has frequently
been mentioned in connection with
the opening of the canal it must be
noted that Germany's attitude toward
this historic event had not been effected by its decision in regard to' te exposition. Tho formal dedication of the
new avenue uniting the nations prob-- ,
ably will give an opportunity to show
worthily Germany's interest in this
mighty achievement, for which the
world is indebted to America's great
energy In its accomplishment."

'
Berlin, Aug. 16. The German goventerernment
her
of
number
today decided to 'refuse to
a
at
dinner
tained
friends. A dainty dinner served in participate in to the Panama-Pacifia tactful way proved to be very de- exposition In San Francisco in 1915.
lightful. The evening was spent in a Germany will, however, be representPresent at the affair ed worthily at the ceremony of the
social way.
of the Panama canal, accord
Miss
were
Mary Tipton, Miss Marie opening
LANE VISITS TACOMA
to a
announcement.
Mernin, Miss Nelle Batchelor, Miss ing
Tacoma,
Wash., Aug. 18. Secretary
The Norddeutche Allgamelne Zei
Helen Lttowich and Miss Mossy York.
Lane returned this
of
Interior
the
timg, the government organ says:
V V 4
'

semi-offici-

Mrs. Schaefer
Gives Luncheon

Last Saturday afternoon Mrs. O. G.
Schaefer entertained a number of ladles at a 1 o'clock luncheon which
proved to be a very enjoyable affair.
Covers were laid for 12. The Schaefer
home was prettily decorated for the
occasion with flowers and other decorative' materials. A' general social
afternoon followed the luncheon,

C.D.BOUCHEI

Bour- -

Try a dram 01 ria nayior
at he Opera Bar Adv.

EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort

4 'and 24

rV
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CANVASS

'

EVERY DAY

PHONE MAIN

WAGOH

Insures Prompt Deliver le at minimum Expense

4

V

bon

I

cjoira&soN

DLt VERY

BUY AN AUTO

C. V. Hedgcock.

vis.

Rugs

received at our store.

c

test for this season. The number is

CO. STORE

A short social session with refresh
ments followed the business meeting.
Present at the meeting were: Mrs.
E. C. Anderson, Mrs. J. M. Sundt,
Mrs. F. Yoakum, Mrs. J. H. Swallow,
Mrs. Mary Allen, Mrs. Jessie Brown,
Mrs. A. J. Wertz, Mrs. J. R. Kirk,
Mrs. Z. R. Slocker, Mrs.'B. J. Reed,
Mrs. O. D. Gephart, Mrs. W. Wilson,
Mrs. Gus Spelcher, Mrs. T. E.
Miss Vivian Hedgsock and Mrs.

to arrive in Las Vegas

Mrs. Leahy has
Las .Vegas'
Three Tables at Bridge
Moiday afternoon at the home of
Phjne Main 344
Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Mrs. J. Leahy of
Raton entertained at bridge a number
of her friends. A pleasant afternoon
was spent by those present and ended
with the serving of a delicious lun(iOVERNHENT
cheon course. Those present at the
Mrs.
W.
Mrs.
H.
Kelly,
affair were:
Las R. M.
Johnson, Mrs. B. Raynolds, Mrs.
NOT TO EXHIBIT
W- - C. Bailey, Mrs. H. Dl Magnln.
MfB. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Hallett
AT FRISCO
Raynolds, Mrs. New Raynolds, Mrs.
F. R. Lord, Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs.
Simon Bacharach, Mrs. C. A. Spless,
Mrs. Erie Hoke and Mrs. Mary Da REACHES DECISION ONLY AFTER

ISANITARYl
I

THE FIRST
SHIPMENT

Additional Society J
...5...j.-;.;..;.;...j.,.;,.;....j..;.-;!-- -:

6: 57

White pleated shirts lor 88c, worth
Adv.
11.25 and fl.50, at Talchert's.

to 50 pounds per melon.

4

AT

KEARNEY'S

to the

Let vis have your order

iivV

BRIDGE

SIXTY FOOT STEEL STRUCTURE
ON
TO SPAN BAD CROSSING
ROAD TO MINERAL HILL WITHRalmundo Alarid was found to be
IN SHORT TIME.
insane yesterday afternoon by Judge

VfATER&ELOHS
We

t

AREl TO

COMMISSIONERS

news

16, 1913.

w

Phones Main

20

and

OHv

5174

"The invitation to participate ia
the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition waa
declined by the German government
after inquiry had shown that an overwhelming majority in IndutBrial and
business circles in Germany could see
no benefit accruing from representa-thoroughl- y
and systematically and
reached its decision not to participate
with the greatest reluctance. In view
of the good political, business and
cultural relations between Germany
and the United States and the German desire to cultivate and develop
them, the German government would
gladly, as at Chicago and St. Louis,
have given the American government
fresh proof of its sympathy and
friendship by acceptance.
"On the other hand, being forced, to
consider the disinclination of German
business men and general exposition
weariness, the government could not
go counter to it because, if the repre

morning from a visit to the federal
forest reserve on Mount Ranier. After
a talk with a delegation of Indians
from the Quinault reservation and 8
reception given him by the Commercial club, the secretary and party
left for Seattle.

ANOTHER AUTO TRAGEDY
Missouri Valley, la., Aug. 16. Del
Hardy lost his life, Cliff Townsend

was fatally Injured, and three others
seriously hurt when an automobile
driven by Townsend ran off an embankment near here this morning.
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Car-

riage out every Saturday. Leave orders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
Subscribe for The Optic.

